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The Late Cretaceous Boulder batholith o f Montana is rimmed by numerous 
satellite plutons that contain contrasting alkaline mafic and subalkaline felsic rocks. 
Ringing Rock pluton is a circular satellite pluton, about 1 km^, characterized by a 
crescent shaped plagioclase shonkinite rim that grades nearly continuously into a granite 
core. This gradation, occurring over about 50 meters, is evident on a contoured specific 
gravity map and binary chemical variation diagrams, and is interpreted to be the result o f 
mixing between plagioclase shonkinite and granite magmas. Ellipsoidal fine grained 
mafic inclusions, about 5 to 30 centimeters in diameter, comprise almost 1 percent o f the 
granite core and are interpreted to be chilled blobs of plagioclase shonkinite magma.
They show sharp contacts, crenulate margins, and fine grained igneous texture indicating 
chilling o f mafic magma within a felsic host. Mafic mineral content and whole rock 
major and trace element composition of the mafic inclusions are similar to the plagioclase 
shonkinite. Microprobe analyses reveal that clinopyroxene in the granite core, 
transitional zone, and mafic inclusions is similar in composition to clinopyroxene in the 
plagioclase shonkinite. Two component diagrams reveal linear trends for most major 
element oxides and trace elements. Field, pétrographie, and chemical data are best 
explained through a model involving magma mixing and mingling between plagioclase 
shonkinite and granite magmas.
We propose similar models for other occurrences of alkaline mafic and 
subalkaline felsic rocks satellite to the Boulder batholith. Magma mixing and mingling in 
satellite plutons o f the Boulder batholith show that these mafic rocks were molten at the 
same time as associated granites. Magma mingling relationships are also reported for the 
Butte quartz monzonite. Mantle derived alkaline mafic magmas may have provided heat 
necessary to induce anatexis of the lower crust to produce the granites of the Boulder 
batholith.
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Introduction
General background of problem
Many workers have suggested that mantle-derived mafic magmas are important in 
the generation o f major batholiths in that they supply heat necessary for crustal anatexis 
(cf. Hyndman and Foster, 1988; Huppert and Sparks, 1988). Littering the northern, 
eastern, and southern periphery o f the Late Cretaceous Boulder batholith are numerous 
small satellite plutons which contain contrasting alkaline mafic and subalkaline felsic 
rocks. These alkaline mafic rocks may represent the magmas that provided the heat 
necessary for the crustal anatexis that produced not only these satellite plutons but the 
Boulder batholith. Should this be the case, one would expect to find evidence of magma 
mixing and mingling where alkaline mafic and subalkaline felsic rocks occur in the same 
pluton.
Many o f these occurrences o f alkaline mafic rocks associated with the Boulder 
batholith have been reconnaissance mapped and described (cf. Smedes et al., 1988); 
however, little detailed work has been done to determine the relationship between the
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alkaline mafic and subalkaline felsic rocks. An understanding o f this relationship should 
be an integral part of any model explaining the origin of the Boulder batholith.
Regional Cretaceous igneous and tectonic history
The Boulder batholith is part o f a widespread zone o f Mesozoic volcanism and 
plutonism generally thought to be the result o f subduction o f the Farrallon plate beneath 
the North American plate during the Cordilleran orogen. Other major batholiths 
associated with the Cordilleran orogen include the Sierra Nevada and Idaho batholiths 
and the British Columbia Coast Range plutonic complex (figure 1).
Significant volcanism began in the Boulder batholith region approximately 85 
Ma, with deposition of the Slim Sam Formation (Robinson et al., 1968) that locally 
contains biotite-rich bentonite beds representing ash fall from the growing subduction- 
related volcanic arc to the west. Mesozoic volcanism climaxed in the region from about 
80-77 Ma with eruption o f the Elkhom Mountains volcanics, which are dominated by 
welded tuff (Tilling et al., 1968; Tilling, 1973), and ended around 72 Ma.
Mesozoic plutonism began in the region with intrusion o f granodiorite plutons 
around 80 Ma and continued until approximately 69 Ma (Tilling et a i ,  1968). The 
Boulder batholith is thought to be cogenetic with the Elkhom Mountains volcanics, and 
locally intmdes the Elkhom Mountains volcanics.
Folding and thrusting occurred comtemporaneous with volcanism and plutonism 
in the Boulder batholith region. The time relations o f Late Cretaceous volcanism.
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Figure 1. Map o f  western North America showing the approximate location o f  the Late 
Cretaceous Boulder Batholith and other Middle Jurassic to Late Cretaceous granitic 
plutons (red). BCCPC, British Columbia Coast Range Plutonic complex; IB, Idaho 
Batholith; SNB, Sierra Nevada Batholith. Map modified from Burchfiel et al. (1992).
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Figure 2. Generalized time relationships between Late Cretaceous volcanism, plutonism, 
and deformation in the Boulder batholith region. From Robinson et al. (1968).
plutonism, and crustal deformation in the Boulder batholith are given in figure 2 
(Robinson et al., 1968).
General description of main plutonic units of the Boulder batholith
The Boulder batholith can be divided into six map units on the basis o f 
compositional, textural, and field criteria (cf. Smedes et al., 1988; figure 3). These 
include 1) Leucocratic rocks, 2) Butte quartz monzonite and related silicic facies, 3) 
Granodiorite, 4) satellite plutons, and 5) mafic rocks. The age relations between these 
groups are given in figure 4 (Tilling et al., 1968; Daniel and Berg, 1981).
Sr and Pb isotope studies suggest that the main phases of the Boulder batholith 
represent partial melts o f a lower crustal source o f dioritic to gabbroic composition (Doe 
et ah, 1968). Doe et al. (1968) calculated a 2.1+/-0.3 Ga Pb isochron age for the average 
source o f the Boulder batholith.
Leucocratic rocks
Leucocratic rocks are among the youngest rocks o f the Boulder batholith, K-Ar 
biotite and hornblende dates range from -74-68 Ma (Tilling et al., 1968). They comprise 
approximately 10% of the exposed batholith and are generally restricted to the southern 
portion o f the batholith. Rocks o f the leucocratic group include the Donald, Hell Canyon, 
Moose Creek, and Climax Gulch plutons and the biotite granite and biotite adamellite o f 
K nopf (1963). K-feldspar megacrysts are common in the leucocratic plutons.
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Figure 3. Generalized geologic map o f  the Boulder batholith region showing the main 
plutonic units and the location o f the two largest alkaline mafic intrusions associated with 
the Boulder batholith: the Ringing Rocks pluton and Kokoruda Ranch complex. 
Modified from Tilling (1973).
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Figure 4. Summar>’ of K-Ar dates from rocks o f the Boulder batholith and Elkhorn 
Mountains volcanics. Sample numbers correspond to locations on figure 3. From Tilling 
et al. (1968).
Compositional and mineralogical similarities, similar radiometric ages, and proximity 
suggest that the Donald and Hell Canyon plutons are continuous at depth..
The younger age of the leucocratic rocks relative to Butte quartz monzonite is inferred by 
Tilling (1973) from the following evidence: 1) Leucocratic rocks have sharp 
contacts with the Butte quartz monzonite while silicic facies of the Butte quartz 
monzonite grade into the main facies and 2) alaskite and aplite are rare in leucocratic 
rocks but abundant in the silicic facies of the Butte quartz monzonite.
Butte quartz monzonite and related silicic facies
Playing host to the rich ores of Butte, Montana, the Butte quartz monzonite is 
both the largest and economically most significant plutonic unit of the Boulder batholith. 
Approximately 75% of the exposed batholith is composed of Butte quartz monzonite. 
Butte quartz monzonite is best classified as a monzogranite using the JUGS classification 
o f felsic plutonic rocks (Streckeisen, 1976). The total time span of crystallization was 
approximately 69-78 Ma (Tilling et al., 1968). Although the Butte quartz monzonite is 
compositionally homogeneous various subunits have been mapped on the basis of 
texturally variations (cf. Smedes et al., 1988). Textures grade continuously from 
equigranular to strongly porphyritic. Fine-grained ellipsoidal to highly irregular shaped 
mafic inclusions occur in the Butte quartz monzonite and vary in abundance up to % 
(figure 5). These inclusions have been interpreted to represent metamorphosed inclusions 
o f Elkhorn Mountains volcanics (Doe et al., 1968). While angular inclusions do occur in 
the Butte quartz monzonite, many inclusions possess ellipsoidal, irregular, and bulbous
Figure 5. Photo o f fine grained mafic inclusion from the Butte quartz monzonite at 
Homestake pass. Inclusion is interpreted to indicate mingled mafic magma. Rock 
hammer is approximately 0.75 meters long.
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shapes. These inclusions, with their irregular shapes and fine grain size, probably are 
chilled blobs o f coeval mafic magma.
Silicic facies of the Butte quartz monzonite include the Homestake and Pulpit 
Rock plutons and scattered occurrences o f aplite/alaskite. These silicic facies grade 
continuously into the Butte quartz monzonite.
Granodiorite
Granodiorite plutons include the Burton Park pluton and Rader Creek granodiorite 
along the southern border and the Unionville granodiorite along the northern border 
(figure 3). Texturally, these plutons differ from the Butte quartz monzonite and 
leucocratic rocks in that they do not contain K-feldspar megacrysts. The Unionville and 
Rader Creek granodiorites are intruded by Butte quartz monzonite and leucocratic 
plutons indicating that they are older than the Butte quartz monzonite and leucocratic 
plutons. K-Ar radiometric ages agree with these field relations (Tilling et aL, 1968).
Satellite plutons of granodiorite and syenodiorite
These plutons are scattered discontinuously along the northern, eastern, and 
southern border zones (figure 3). The positions of these plutons in the intrusive sequence 
are not known as they occur as isolated plutons that do not cross-cut other major plutonic 
units. However, field relations suggest that these plutons intruded after the main phase 
folding and thrusting in the Boulder batholith region (cf. Smedes et al., 1988; Robinson 
et al., 1968).
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Mafic and composite plutons
Scattered about the northern, eastern, and southern periphery of the Boulder 
batholith are numerous small plutons and dikes of potassium-rich mafic rocks and 
composite plutons consisting o f potassium-rich mafic rocks and pyroxene-bearing 
granite/granodiorite. Although many of these occurrences are too small to map at 
1:250,000, figure 3 shows the location of selected occurrences. K-Ar radiometric dates 
are available from the Kokoruda Ranch complex, a ring dike partially encircling the 
Antelope Creek stock, and the plagioclase shonkinite rim of the Ringing Rocks pluton 
(figure 4).
In general, plutonic mafic rocks of the Boulder batholith consist o f orthoclase and 
biotite-bearing gabbroic rocks. Some of these rocks are best described as shonkinite 
based on their high clinopyroxene and orthoclase contents (Weed and Pirsson, 1896).
The largest and best exposed composite mafic intrusions are the Kokoruda Ranch 
complex and Ringing Rocks pluton.
Purpose of study
The Ringing Rocks pluton is one o f the largest and best exposed composite 
alkaline mafic and subalkaline felsic plutons associated with the Boulder batholith and 
therefore a prime target for studying the relationship between alkaline mafic and 
subalkaline felsic rocks o f the Boulder batholith. The purpose of this study is to provide 
a model for the compositional variation within the Ringing Rocks pluton, testing whether 
it resulted from some process o f 1) differentiation through crystal fractionation or liquid
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immiscibility, 2) assimilation, or 3) magma mixing and/or mingling. The purpose o f this 
study was also to integrate findings on the relationship between the alkaline mafic and 
subalkaline felsic rocks o f the Ringing Rocks pluton into a general model to explain the 
generation of the large volumes of granitic magma that formed the Boulder batholith.
General Geology of the southern Dry Range and the Ringing Rocks pluton vicinity
The Ringing Rocks pluton, in the southern Dry Range, is a semi-circular 
compositionally zoned intrusion approximately 860 meters in diameter that grades from a 
plagioclase shonkinite rim to a granite core (figure 6). Prostka (1966) provided geologic 
mapping o f the southern Dry Range as part of USGS geologic survey of the Dry 
Mountain 7.5 minute Quadrangle (1:24000). Five main rock units exist. From oldest to 
youngest they are: 1) Elkhom Mountains volcanics, 2) a widespread sheet o f diorite 
porphyry and several dikes and irregular bodies of porphyritic basalt, 3) Butte quartz 
monzonite and related Boulder batholith phases, 4) two small granitic and two small 
composite satellite plutons, and 5) Renova Formation equivalent sedimentary rocks.
The oldest exposed rocks in the map area are Late Cretaceous Elkhom Mountains 
volcanics which are approximately 1700 meters thick in the map area. The Elkhom 
Mountains volcanics are divided into lower, middle, and upper members (Klepper et al., 
1957; Smedes, 1966). In the Dry Range only the lower and middle members are 
exposed. The lower member consists of a lower part of basalt flows, flow breccias, and 
agglomerate and an upper part consisting of predominantly tuff and tuff breccia with 
interbedded shale and siltstone. Biotite from unmetamorphosed tuffs within the upper
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part o f the Lower member yielded a K-Ar date of 78 +/- 1.7 Ma (Daniel and Berg, 1981). 
The middle member o f the Elkhom Mountains volcanics has been divided into units A-E 
and is predominantly composed o f densely welded tuff with lesser volcanic sandstone 
and tuff breccia (Protska, 1966).
The oldest intrusive rock unit in the Dry Mountain Quadrangle is a thick 
widespread sheet o f diorite porphyry that intrudes the contact between the middle and 
lower members o f the Elkhom Mountains volcanics or within the structurally less 
competent upper part o f the lower member. It reaches a maximum thickness o f 700 
meters in the northem part o f the map area. The diorite porphyry sheet thins and splits 
into several sills interleaved with septa o f country rock towards the southem part o f the 
map area.
The diorite porphyry contains 10-35 % euhedral to subhedral plagioclase 
phenocrysts and up to 15% clinopyroxene and/or homblende within a purple, green, or 
olive-gray aphanitic groundmass. The porphyry is also locally flow banded and 
brecciated. Locally, the diorite porphyry contains ellipsoidal, tear drop-shaped, fine­
grained mafic inclusions possibly indicating magma mingling relationships. Diorite 
porphyry intrusions occur elsewhere in the southem Elkhom Mountains and are 
chemically similar to tuffs and flows in the lower member of the Elkhom Mountains 
volcanics (Klepper et al., 1957).
Several small dikes, sills, and irregular bodies o f porphyritic basalt containing 10- 
40% phenocrysts of euhedral plagioclase and pyroxene intrude the Elkhom Mountains
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Geologic map of Ringing Rocks 
pluton and vicinity, Montana
Quaternary coverQc
Tb Tertiary basin fill
Ringing Rocks pluton
VKg, granite core and transitional zone 
j  Ksh, plagioclase shonkinite rim
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Figure 6. Generalized geologic map o f  the Ringing Rocks pluton and vicinity showing 
location o f  cross section. Modified from Prostka (1966).
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volcanics and diorite porphyry sheet. Although many of these dikes and sills are too 
small to map, a few are up to a mile long and several hundred feet wide.
A small part o f the Boulder batholith outcrops in the western part o f the map area 
and consists o f four main units: 1) granodiorite, 2) Butte quartz monzonite, 3) two 
disklike intrusions o f quartz monzonite, and 4) irregular bodies and dikes of alaskite, 
pegmatite, and aplite.
Granodiorite comprises a major part o f the Boulder batholith west o f the map 
area. The Butte quartz monzonite (lUGS granite) contacts the granodiorite and locally 
contains K-feldspar megacrysts up to 3 centimeters. To the west o f the map area detailed 
mapping has shown that the Butte quartz monzonite is younger than the granodiorite 
(Prostka, 1966). Two disklike bodies o f quartz monzonite intrude along the eastern 
contact o f the Boulder batholith. Also, dikes and irregular bodies of alaskite, pegmatite, 
and aplite intrude the earlier batholith rocks and homfels near the batholith contact.
The eastern contact between the batholith and wallrock is straight and 
approximately vertical. No noticeable textural or compositional changes occur in the 
granitic rocks towards the contact. The thermal and structural effects of the granite 
intrusion are easily recognized in the map area. A few kilometers from the contact diorite 
porphyry and tuffs o f the Elkhom Mountains volcanics are recrystallized to fine-grained 
homfels, commonly spotted with calcite and prehnite aggregates. Closer to the batholith 
contact diorite porphyry becomes lighter and coarser grained as it grades into a medium 
grained, pervasively sheared and recrystallized ‘granofels’ (Prostka, 1966).
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Some workers have interpreted the straight north-northeast trending vertical 
batholith contact to be a prebatholith shear zone (Klepper et al., 1957; Prostka, 1966). 
They cite the pervasive shearing and foliation of wall rocks near the contact while the 
granite at the contact is undeformed as evidence. More recently many workers have 
suggested contemporaneous intrusion and thrusting for the Boulder, Philipsburg, Pioneer, 
and Tobacco Root batholiths (Schmidt et al., 1990; Lageson, personal communication, 
1996); therefore, the shearing may have resulted from the actual intrusion o f the granite.
Intruding the sheared and thermally metamorphosed diorite porphyry and Elkhom 
Mountains volcanics are two small granitic plutons and two composite plutons. The two 
composite plutons contain shonkinitic and granitic rocks. These include the Ringing 
Rocks pluton and a small unnamed body barely 100 meters in diameter located 
approximately 8 km northeast o f the Ringing Rocks pluton. These plutons are not 
affected by the shearing or the thermal metamorphic event related to the emplacement of 
the Boulder batholith and may be somewhat younger than the Boulder batholith.
K-Ar dates from biotite from the plagioclase shonkinite rim of the Ringing Rocks 
pluton yield dates of 78.2+7-3.1 Ma (Tilling et al., 1968) and 75.1+7-2.8 Ma (Daniel and 
Berg, 1981). The overlap o f these ages is 77.9-75.1 Ma. These overlap with dates from 
the petrologically similar Kokoruda Ranch complex along the northeast contact of the 
batholith. Dates from the Butte Quartz monzonite near Homestake Pass yield K-Ar 
biotite dates o f 76.5-69.7 Ma and K-Ar homblende dates of 78.9-67.9 Ma (Tilling et al., 
1968).
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Previous studies of the Ringing Rocks pluton
The Ringing Rocks pluton was first mapped and described by Prostka (1966) 
during mapping of the Dry Mountain 7.5 minute quadrangle. This study provided good 
general descriptions of the pluton’s mafic rim and granite core. The transitional zone and 
mafic inclusions were not reported and no explanation of the observed compositional 
variation was provided.
Butler (1983) was the first worker to offer a petrogenetic model for the Ringing 
Rocks pluton. In her study, the transitional zone between the plagioclase shonkinite rim 
and granite core was first mapped and described. The nature o f the transitional zone was 
not quantified. She concluded on the basis o f major element chemical, petrologic, and 
field evidence that the transition zone formed as a result o f mixing between the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim and granite core. She reported mafic inclusions, but provided 
neither pétrographie descriptions nor chemical data, and no explanation for their origin.
Prostka (1966) and Butler (1983) classified the pluton’s mafic rim as mafic 
monzonite to convey the rock’s feldspar content and high mafic mineral percentage, 
while the core o f the pluton was classified as quartz monzonite. I have chosen to 
dispense with the name mafic monzonite in favor of the classifying the rock as 
plagioclase shonkinite from the classification of Weed and Pirsson (1896) referring to a 
rock dominated by modal pyroxene and K-feldspar but containing significant plagioclase. 
This stresses the high-potassium nature o f the pluton’s mafic-rich rim, relates the rocks to 
the shonkinite that dominant the mafic rocks of the Central Montana Alkalic province 
(Hyndman, personal communication, 1999), and implicitly stresses the genetically
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unlikely association o f alkaline mafic and subalkaline felsic rocks in the same pluton. I 
also dispense with the old name quartz monzonite used by Prostka (1966) and Butler 
(1983) to classify the pluton's core. Using the now standard lUGS nomenclature for 
felsic plutonic rocks, the core is best classified as granite/monzogranite (Streckeisen, 
1976).
Field relationships
Study Location
The Ringing Rocks pluton is in the southern Dry Range about 15 km east 
southeast of Butte in Jefferson County, Montana. The pluton is within the Dry Mountain 
7.5 minute quadrangle (1:24,000) in SW 1/4 sec. 4 and NW 1/4 sec. 9, T2N R5W. 
Approximately 180 vertical meters are exposed within the pluton. The U.S. Department 
o f Interior - Bureau o f Land Management manages the land and access is through two 
unimproved dirt roads. A four-wheel drive vehicle or pickup truck is necessary.
The Ringing Rocks pluton outcrops on a small hill to the northeast of Dry Creek. 
Total relief from the granite core o f the pluton to the plagioclase shonkinite rim is 
approximately 150 meters. Vegetation in the study area ranges from open Douglas fir- 
sagebrush-mountain mahogany slopes to more dense Douglas fir stands on northern 
aspects. Although contacts are poorly exposed, individual rock types form outcrops with 
excellent exposure.
Pluton shape
The Ringing Rocks pluton is a semi-circular compositionally-zoned intrusion about 840 
meters in diameter. It intrudes sheared and recrystallized diorite porphyry. It covers 
about 1 km^ and consists o f a cresent-shaped rim of plagioclase shonkinite on the western 
border that grades nearly continuously into a granite core (figure 6). A down plunge 
projection reveals an ovoid to lensoid shaped intrusion consisting o f a thin lower
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lens o f plagioclase shonkinite that partially envelops an ellipsoidal, zoned granitic 
intrusion (figures 7 and 8).
Specific gravity measurements
In order to map and quantify the mineralogical gradation within the pluton 
approximately 75 specimens were collected for specific gravity measurements.
Appendix A shows the location o f each sample collected and the results o f the specific 
gravity determinations. Specific gravities were determined by weighing the sample (~ 
100-300 grams) in air and then in water (sample was pre-soaked to remove air in an 
cavities). The weight in air is divided by the weight in air minus the weight in water to 
obtain the specific gravity. Inferred error for the specific gravity measurements is +/- 
0.02 based on replicate measurements of samples. A contoured specific gravity map 
reflects the nearly continuous transition from the plagioclase shonkinite rim to the granite 
core (figure 9). The map shows that a notable specific gravity gap exists between the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim and the transitional zone (2.87-2.80) suggesting that this 
contact is relatively sharp. The most mafic transitional rock grades imperceptibly into the 
granite core (2.80-2.69). Various models involving magma mixing and mingling or 
igneous differentiation are consistent with this data.
Field descriptions of rock types
P la g io c la se  sh on k in ite  rim
The plagioclase shonkinite rim is about 100 m wide in map view, internally 
structureless, and homogeneous. In the field, this rock type weathers to a very
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DkW*e RINGING ROCKS PL UTON
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Figure 7. Oblique photomap o f  the Ringing Rocks pluton. View is to the northeast. The 
pluton is approximately 875 meters in diameter at the level o f  exposure.
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Figwe 8. Speculative cross section o f  the Ringing Rocks pluton.
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Figure 9. Contoured specific gravity map o f  the Ringing Rocks pluton.
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characteristic reddish-brown hue, and float boulders as well as in situ outcrops are often 
fluted and pitted, leaving the impression that running water acted as a weathering agent 
(figure 10). The best exposure o f plagioclase shonkinite occurs on the south end of the 
pluton as a small felsenmeer o f 1 to 5 meter subangular boulders. Here, boulders o f 
plagioclase shonkinite emit a resonating metallic, bell-like sound when struck with a 
hammer, giving the pluton its name. In hand specimen the fresh plagioclase shonkinite is 
dark gray to gray (Color Index about 40), homogeneous, holocrystalline, and phaneritic. 
Shiny plates o f biotite, iridescent blue labradorite, and less abundant brownish grains 
about 3 millimeters in diameter (altered olivine) are evident (figure 11). Specific gravity 
determinations reflect the homogeneous nature with values ranging from 2.87-2.90.
Transitional zone
The transitional zone begins at the inner contact o f the plagioclase shonkinite and 
grades for about 50 meters imperceptibly into the granite core. The transition occurs 
everywhere plagioclase shonkinite outcrops, but is best exposed in the southern and 
northern end o f the pluton. Along the western border of the pluton the transitional zone 
is slightly obscured by large granite boulders tumbled from higher outcrops. Although, 
the contact between the plagioclase shonkinite rim and beginning o f the transitional zone 
is not exposed, the lack o f cross-cutting relationships, the gradational nature o f the 
transitional zone, and the fact that only a few meters separate outcrops imply the 
contemporaniety o f these rock types. The gap in specific gravity suggests that this 
contact is sharp.
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Figure 10. Photo o f weathered plagioclase shonkinite boulder. Lens cap is 
approximately 5 centimeters in diameter.
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Figure 11. Photo o f  cut and polished hand specimen o f  the plagioclase shonkinite rim.
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The transitional zone ranges from 2.80-2.73 in specific gravity, decreasing 
towards the granite core. The transition is best described as a change in mafic mineral 
content from -30-35 % in the most mafic transitional rock to -15  % mafic minerals in the 
granite core. Figure 12 shows a representative suite o f hand specimens from the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim, to the transitional zone (three representative seimples), to the 
granite core and illustrates the nature of the transition as observed in the field.
In general, rocks o f the transitional zone are texturally similar to the granite core, 
differing only in mafic mineral percentage. However, the most mafic transitional rock 
(S.G.=2.80) appears to be texturally distinct from the less mafic transitional 
monzonite/granite to granite core gradation. In hand specimen, it has noticeably coEuser 
poikilitic biotite and visible poikilitic felsic grains, determined optically to be orthoclase 
(figure 13).
The most mafic transitional rock also hosts very coarse veins and pods composed 
o f alkali feldspar, quartz, and biotite (figures 14 and 15). Rarely these contain miarolitic 
cavities with pyramidal quartz (figure 16). The veins and pods have irregular and diffuse 
contacts suggesting that they were not injected into fractures but intruded or nucleated in 
a partially molten host.
The transitional zone outcrops topographically below the granite core. In general, 
transitional monzonite outcrops topographically above the plagioclase shonkinite rim; 
however, in the southern and northern end of the pluton transitional rock is 
topographically below the plagioclase shonkinite rim. These field relationships suggest
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Figure 12. Photo o f  cut and polished hand specimens illustrating the nature o f  the 
minéralogie gradation from the plagioclase shonkinite rim to the granite core.
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Figure 13. Photo o f  a cut and polished hand specimen o f  the most mafic transitional 
rock. Note the extremely coarse felsic grains, dominantly orthoclase, and biotite.
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Figure 14. Photo o f thin coarse felsic veins in the most mafic transitional rock. 
Sledgehammer is about 1 meter long.
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Figure 15. Photo o f  coarse felsic pods in the most mafic transitional rock. Hammer head 
is about 10 centimeters wide.
3 2
Figure 16. Photo o f  miarolitic cavity in the most mafic transitional rock. Arrow points to 
pyramidal quartz. Lens cap is about 5 centimeters in diameter.
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Figure 17. Photo o f a eut and polished hand specimen o f  the granite core.
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that the plagioclase shonkinite rim and transitional zone partially envelop the granite core 
from below (figure 7).
Granite core
Salite-biotite-amphibole granite is the most abundant rock type in the Ringing 
Rocks pluton (figure 17). Exposure of the granite core is generally good, occurring as 
large tors up to 15 meters. The center o f the granite core is not as well exposed as the 
margins. Another distinguishing characteristic of the granite core is the presence fine­
grained, ellipsoidal mafic inclusions between 5 and 30 cm across. These are not present 
in the transitional zone or plagioclase shonkinite rim.
Mafic inclusions
Ellipsoidal mafic inclusions ranging from 5 to 30 centimeters in diameter 
comprise up to 1% of the granite. Mafic inclusions have sharp contacts with the 
enclosing granite and may show slightly crenulate margins (figure 18). Their grain size 
varies slightly, with the larger inclusions being coarser. Some larger inclusions appear to 
have a slightly more mafic margin (figure 19). Mafic inclusions appear more abundant in 
the granite near the contact with the transitional monzonite than in the granite in the core 
o f the pluton. However, this may due in part to the fact that the granite is best exposed 
near the contact with the transitional monzonite while the center of the pluton is generally 
poorly exposed, thus giving an erroneous impression.
The pluton also contains rare discontinuous veins exposed in prospect adits.
These veins are composed o f quartz, pyrite, tourmaline, sphalerite, and galena. 
Mineralization and wallrock alteration are negligible (Prostka, 1966).
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Figure 18. Photo o f a mafic inclusion within the granite core. Note the sharp contacts 
and crenulate margins. Mafic inclusions within the granite core are interpreted to be 
chilled blobs o f  plagioclase shonkinite magma. Lens cap is about 5 centimeters in 
diameter.
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Figure 19. Photo o f mafic inclusion showing slightly more mafic margins. Lens cap is 
about 5 centimeters in diameter.
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Intrusion time sequence
The conformable nature of the plagioclase shonkinite rim suggests that it either 
formed through differentiation in place, open system magma chamber recharge, or a post­
emplacement ring dike or cone sheet. No chilled zones were observed near the contacts 
the pluton or between each type within the pluton.
In the southern part o f the pluton, a late aplite dike cuts the granite, transitional 
zone, and plagioclase shonkinite. It is about 2 meters wide and 10-15 meters long as 
determined by float. The nature o f the contact between the dike and the country rock 
could not be determined because the dike is very poorly exposed. If this aplite represents 
the latest stages o f crystallization of the granite core then the fact that it cutting all units 
o f the pluton shows that all were emplaced by the end of granite crystallization.
Depth of emplacement
The Ringing Rocks pluton intrudes relatively unmetamorphosed volcanic rock 
and shallow intrusive rocks, indicating a shallow level of emplacement. Miarolitic 
cavities in the most mafic transitional rock constrain the maximum depth o f emplacement 
to be from 2-3 km (Hyndman, 1985 p.59).
Petrography of the Ringing Rocks Pluton
Plagioclase shonkinite rim
Table 1 gives the mineral composition of the plagioclase shonkinite rim.
Appendix A gives the collection location o f each sample analyzed.
The plagioclase shonkinite is holocrystalline and exhibits a seriate texture.
Seriate texture is best developed among the mafic minerals (salite, hypersthene, biotite, 
and amphibole). Mafic minerals and orthoclase are the largest minerals and rarely exceed 
3 millimeter in diameter. Plagioclase and quartz average between 1 -0 .5  mm.
Olivine occurs as heavily altered grains 2-3 millimeters across. Alteration 
products include iddingsite, serpentine, talc, and opaque minerals. Olivine has 2Vz = 85- 
90° corresponding to a composition o f -85%  molar forsterite (Troger, 1979). Altered 
grains also possess discontinuous rims o f hypersthene, rimmed in turn by fibrous green 
biotite (figure 20) or salite. This may represent either a peritectic reaction relationship in 
a closed or open system or the reaction o f olivine with a more silicic melt in an open 
system. These altered olivine grains are the 3 mm brownish to rust colored spots 
recognizable in hand specimen.
Olivine was the first mineral to crystallize from the plagioclase shonkinite 
magma. This is supported by the following observations: 1) olivine commonly forms the 
central core o f aggregates containing olivine, hypersthene. and salite, 2) olivine occurs as 
rounded relatively unaltered grains enclosed in large euhedral salite, and 3) olivine occurs
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Plagioclase 
shonkinte rim
Most mafic 
transitional rock
Granite core Mafic inclusion
Orthoclase 35% 40% 40% 30%
Plagioclase 25% 25% 25% 25%
Salite 12% 5% 1% 1%
Hypersthene 12% ---- —
Amphibole 5% 11% 10% 25%
Biotite 7% 8% 6% 7%
Olivine 3%
Quartz 1% 7% 15% 5%
Accessory
minerals
ap, mag, zr, sph, 
chi, serp, tc, id
ap, chi, sph, zr, 
mag, rt
ap, chi, sph, zr, rt, 
mag.
ap, chi, zr, mag
Table 1. Modal mineral composition o f average plagioclase shonkinite, most mafic 
transitional rock, granite core, and mafic inclusions determined by thin section analyses.
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Figure 20. Photomicrograph o f  altered olivine with discontinuous rim o f hypersthene 
(hy), which is then rimmed by fibrous biotite (bt). Crossed polars. Field o f view is about 
2.5 millimeters.
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as large isolated crystals rimmed by hypersthene and fibrous green biotite. These 
relationships also suggest a variably open system.
Salite was identified by 2Vz=60-55° and z^c = 40-45° corresponding to a 
composition o f 60 % molar diopside (Troger, 1979, p. 63). Microprobe analyses o f salite 
from the plagioclase shonkinite rim are given in appendix C. Salite, or diopside-rich 
augite, is also the dominant salite in shonkinites o f the Central Montana alkalic province 
(Hyndman, personal communication, 1998).
Salite occurs as 2 to 5 millimeter euhedral to subhedral prismatic grains, many 
showing eight sided cross sections that occasionally possess very thin rims of green 
amphibole. In general, the smaller crystals are euhedral and show eight-sided cross 
sections, whereas the larger crystals tend to be subhedral and prismatic. Simple twinning 
and optical zoning is present in some crystals. Many of the larger salite crystals contain 
cuspate shaped melt inclusions indicating resorption (figure 21). Resorption may have 
occurred during rise o f the plagioclase shonkinite magma. More rarely larger salite 
contain inclusions of olivine.
Salite also occurs in 4 millimeter aggregates composed of hypersthene, olivine, 
and minor plagioclase. These aggregates are characterized by a central altered olivine (2 
mm) surrounded by a zone o f discontinuous hypersthene, which is in turn partially 
encircled by a crudely defined zone of subhedral salite. Plagioclase occupies the 
interstices between pyroxene grains. Aggregates also occur where a central olivine 
crystal is absent.
Salite occurs as large euhedral phenocrysts which enclose olivine crystals and
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Figure 21. Photomicrograph o f  large euhedral salite phenocryst from the plagioclase 
shonkinite rim enclosing olivine (ol) and displaying cuspate melt inclusions. Plane light. 
Field o f  view is about 7 millimeters.
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does not contain any other early formed mineral inclusions; therefore, it was the second 
mineral to crystallize from the plagioclase shonkinite magma.
Plagioclase occurs as laths 1.5 -  0.25 mm across. Albite, pericline, and Carlsbad 
twins are present. Plagioclase is normally zoned from An^g.go to An2s as determined by 
microprobe analysis. It also exhibits a weak subophitic texture with respect to salite, 
suggesting that it began crystallizing near the end o f salite crytallization. Hypersthene 
crystals enclose and surround plagioclase grains (figure 22), suggesting that they began 
crystallizing after plagioclase had crystallized.
Hypersthene is identified by its weak pleochroism (X=light pink, Y=light green, 
X=off-white/pale yellow) and 2Vx=60. Its crystals vary in size, are subhedral to 
euhedral, and possess reaction rims of amphibole and biotite. In addition to rimming 
altered olivine grains as described above, hypersthene occurs as isolated prismatic 
crystals (figure 22) suggesting that it crystallized directly from the plagioclase shonkinite 
magma and is not soley a reaction product o f olivine + melt.
Hypersthene appears to have first begun crystallizing by reaction of olivine with 
the melt. The common thin rims of hypersthene on olivine grains support this. After 
initial crystallization of plagioclase and hypersthene rimming olivine, hypersthene began 
to crystallize as isolated euhedral/subhedral crystals.
Biotite occurs as coarse-grained tabular books with brown-red pleochroism (X= 
tan/yellow, Y=tan/yellow, Z=reddish brown) and rutile inclusions suggesting a titanium 
rich composition. Biotite also encloses plagioclase, salite, hypersthene, locally 
orthoclase, and rarely apatite. This indicates that biotite was one of the last minerals
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Figure 22. Photomicrograph of hypersthene enclosing plagioclase. Note that plagioclase 
is also subophitic to hypersthene. Crossed polars. Field of view is about 2.5 millimeters.
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to crystallize from the plagioclase shonkinite magma. Fine-grained, fibrous, greenbiotite 
also rims olivine, as described above. This is interpreted to indicate reaction o f olivine 
during magma mixing with a potash, silicia, alumina, and water-rich magma to form 
biotite.
Amphibole occurs as thin reaction rims on pyroxene. Amphibole most likely 
began crystallizing after pyroxene and concurrent with plagioclase crystallization and 
may represent a closed system peritectic reaction or reaction o f salite and a more evolved 
melt during magma mixing.
Potassium feldspar is the dominant mineral in the plagioclase shonkinite rim. The 
lack o f tartan twinning and 2V% = 40-45° identify it as orthoclase. It occurs as large 
anhedral grains that enclose salite, hypersthene, plagioclase, biotite, apatite, and opaque 
minerals, suggesting that it crystallized later than those enclosed mineral species. Only 
quartz, which is interstitial to orthoclase poikiocrysts, crystallized later than orthoclase.
Transitional zone
In general, rocks o f the transitional zone are similar in texture and mineral 
composition to the granite core, differing mainly in the relative proportions o f mafic 
minerals. The most mafic transitional rock exhibits significant textural differences from 
the granite core, especially with respect to the felsic minerals and biotite. Specific 
gravity determinations reflect this change in mafic mineral content. The most mafic 
transitional rock has a specific gravity of 2.80, corresponding to 30-35% mafic minerals.
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and the granite core has a specific gravity of 2.72-2.69, corresponding to 15% mafic 
minerals. A complete gradation in mafic mineral content occurs between these two end 
members. It should be reiterated that there is a gap in specific gravity between the most 
mafic transitional rock (2.80) and the plagioclase shonkinite (2.88-2.90). This gap also 
appears in the chemical compositions o f the rocks.
The average mineral composition of the most mafic transitional rock is 
summarized in table 1. Appendix A gives the collection location of each sample.
Salite, 2Vz~ 60, occurs as relict cores within green amphibole pseudomorphs. All 
degrees o f alteration are present, ranging from small scraps within amphibole 
pseudomorphs to euhedral to subhedral crystals with eight sides and thin rims o f green 
amphibole alteration. Crystals range from 0.5 to 2.5 millimeters prior to alteration. Rare 
crystals exhibit weak subophitic texture with respect to plagioclase.
Salite was the first mineral species to appear in the magma of the transitional 
zone. Exactly how salite appeared in the magma initially is open to debate. The salite 
crystals may have crystallized directly from the transitional zone magma or crystallized 
in a more mafic parent magma that subsequently mixed with another magma of more 
felsic composition. Salite would then be out o f equilibrium with the new more felsic 
magma, resulting in crystallization o f amphibole rims.
Textural similarities between salite in the transitional zone and salite o f the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim are consistent with a magma mixing model. Optical 
measurements and microprobe analyses (appendix C) suggest that salite in the 
transitional zone and plagioclase shonkinite rim is similar in composition. Salites in both
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rocks contain similar cuspate melt inclusions and are similar in size. The most significant 
difference is in the borders o f these salite crystals. In the plagioclase shonkinite rim, 
salite commonly occurs as large euhedral phenocrysts often with euhedral eight-sided 
cross sections and local thin amphibole rims. Salite crystals in the transitional zone are 
similar in size but possess extremely ragged borders and a much thicker and ubiquitous 
amphibole alteration (figure 23). Clearly salite in the transitional zone was out of 
equilibrium with the magma in which it resided. The similarities in salite texture and 
composition between the plagioclase shonkinite and transitional zone may be explained 
through a model in which salite originally crystallized in the plagioclase shonkinite 
magma, which subsequently mixed with more felsic magma, resulting in the reaction 
rims o f amphibole or a peritectic reaction o f salite + melt = amphibole in a closed system.
Plagioclase occurs as subhedral to euhedral crystals and varies in size from large 
zoned partially resorbed euhedra 3-4 millimeters long (figure 24) to smaller laths less 
than 0.5 millimeters. Microprobe analyses show that some resorbed cores are about Ango, 
then zone outward from approximately Angg.go to AJI25-15 (appendix C). This may be 
explained by magma mixing. Resorbed cores may have initially crystallized Anso 
plagioclase in equilibrium with a granitic magma. Subsequent mixing resulted in 
resorption of early plagioclase, followed by crystallization o f Anso plagioclase in 
equilibrium with the new more mafic mixed magma. Other plagioclase crystals are 
normally zoned from about Ansoto Anig. Large euhedral plagioclase grains contain no 
mineral inclusions suggesting that it was one of the first minerals to crystallize from the 
transitional zone magma.
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Figure 24. Photomicrograph o f  large partially resorbed plagioclase from the transitional 
zone. Partially resorbed core is -Ango, then zoned outward from -Angg.go to An25-i5 - 
Crossed polars. Field o f  view is about 7 millimeters.
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Amphibole exhibits seriate texture and occurs closely associated with relict 
pyroxene, commonly pseudomorphing the eight sided crystal form o f pyroxene. In 
places it forms only a thin rim on an otherwise unaltered salite; it is also found 
pseudomorphing the eight sided pyroxene crystal form with only very small scraps o f 
relict pyroxene remaining. Amphibole also occurs as subhedral grains with no core of 
salite or relict salite crystal form (figure 25). This suggests that some amphibole may 
have crystallized as a separate mineral from the transitional zone magma and is not solely 
a reaction product associated with salite.
Amphibole also occurs as 4 millimeter agglomerations consisting of a thin outer 
rim o f green biotite surrounding an inner core of small, splintery, randomly oriented 
green amphibole. The outer part o f the inner rim is dusted with fine-grained opaque 
minerals, possibly magnetite. These agglomerations may be completely altered olivine + 
hypersthene grains.
Biotite is coarser grained in the most mafic transitional zone rock than in the 
granite core and less mafic transitional rocks. This textural observation may indicate that 
volatiles, dominantly water, were concentrated in the most mafic transitional rock 
magma. Water inhibits nucléation by breaking silica polymers in a crystallizing magma 
(Hyndman, 1985, p. 51). As a result, water-rich magmas form fewer nuclei than a similar 
magma with less water; therefore, all crystal growth will be on those few nuclei, resulting 
in larger crystal size. The poikilitic texture with respect to other mafic minerals and 
plagioclase indicate that it crystallized late.
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Orthoclase occurs as grains 1 to 5 millimeters across that enclose plagioclase, 
salite, biotite, and green amphibole. It crystallized late. The large size o f orthoclase 
poikiocrysts in the most mafic transitional rock also suggests that the magma was 
relatively rich in water. Quartz is interstitial to orthoclase, which suggests that it 
crystallized last.
Granite core
The mineral composition o f the granite core is summarized in table 1. Appendix 
A gives the collection location o f each sample.
The overall texture and sequence o f crystallization for the granite core is very 
similar to the sequence o f crystallization for the transitional zone. But, the overall mafic 
mineral percentage is lower. This may indicate that the granite core was less 
contaminated than the transitional zone during magma mixing or mingling, or that the 
granite core represents a more evolved liquid derived through crystal fractionation of a 
parental shonkinitic magma.
Salite (2Vz=55-60°) is rare in the granite core and occurs as small relict scraps 
within amphibole pseudomorphs after pyroxene (figure 26). The disequilibrium texture 
is interpreted to indicate that the salite crystallized in a more mafic magma and was then 
introduced into the granite magma during magma mixing or mingling. A xenocryst 
origin for salite in the granite core is indicated by:
1) negative correlation between relative abundance of relict salite and distance
from mafic inclusions.
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Figure 26. Photomicrograph o f  amphibole pseudomorphing salite from the granite core. 
Salite scraps are at extinction. Crossed polars. Field o f  view is about 2.5 millimeters.
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2) disequilibrium texture of salite indicating that it may not have crystallized 
directly from the granitic magma.
3) microprobe analyses which show that salite in the granite core is similar in 
composition to that found in the plagioclase shonkinite rim and mafic inclusions.
In addition to pseudomorphing pyroxene, amphibole occurs as ratty mats some
containing relict pyroxene. Some of these mats occur as spherical aggregates about 3
millimeters across with a center o f splintery, randomly-oriented, very fine-grained green
amphibole and minor biotite. This core is then surrounded by a rim rich in magnetite
with slightly coarser green amphibole, which is itself within an outer zone of coarser
blocky, interlocking green amphibole with coarse biotite (figure 27)
Green amphibole also occurs as large single crystals up to 5 mm long with biotite,
plagioclase, and magnetite inclusions. The presence o f large subhedral prismatic
amphibole with no salite core or crystal habit suggests that some amphibole crystallized
directly from the granite magma and was not solely a product of a reaction between salite
and the melt. Amphibole may have existed in the granite melt when pyroxene crystals
were introduced from an outside source.
Orthoclase is the most abundant mineral in the granite core. It occurs as grains no
larger than 3 millimeters. This contrasts with the larger orthoclase found in the
plagioclase shonkinite rim and most mafic transitional rock. Orthoclase forms 120°
equilibrium grain boundaries with quartz and plagioclase, possibly indicating eutectic
crystallization.
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Figure 27. Photomicrograph o f  amphibole and biotite mat from granite core. Plane light. 
Field o f  view is about 7 millimeters.
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Figure 28. Photomicrograph o f  mafic inclusion-granite contact. Note the distinctly finer 
grain size o f  the mafic inclusion relative to the granite host. Crossed polars. Field o f 
view is about 7 millimeters.
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Mafic inclusions
The average modal mineral composition of the mafic inclusions is summarized in 
table 1. Mafic inclusions are finer-grained than the enclosing granite (figure 28). Mafic 
inclusions occur only within the granite core. The average grain size of mafic inclusions 
appears to correlate with the relative size o f the inclusion, with smaller inclusions tending 
towards smaller grain sizes. Mafic inclusions possess a porphyritic texture with 
amphibole pseudomorphs after pyroxene and minor plagioclase forming the phenocryst 
minerals. Appendix A gives the location of each sample analyzed.
Green amphibole (2Vx=70-75°, z^c=16^) up to 3 millimeters long exhibits seriate 
texture and is anhedral to subhedral. Some larger more continuous crystals display relict 
pyroxene crystal forms and rarely possess relict salite cores (figure 29). Microprobe 
analyses indicate that salite in mafic inclusions is similar to salite in the plagioclase 
shonkinite, transitional zone, and granite core. Amphibole also occurs in very fine­
grained mats, 1.5 millimeters in diameter, along with very fine-grained ratty biotite and 
lesser opaques. Some mats o f amphibole have very fine-grained biotite concentrated 
toward the rims; the whole mat is discontinuously rimmed by coarser amphibole with 
opaques concentrated toward the rim (figure 30). Olivine in the plagioclase shonkinite 
rim commonly forms the central grain with a rim of hypersthene and salite rimmed by 
fibrous biotite. These mats may be these olivine, pyroxene, biotite aggregates.
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Chemical Composition of the Ringing Rocks Pluton 
Introduction
Twenty-two samples were selected for major and trace element analysis by X-ray 
fluorescence for use in constraining petrogenetic models of the pluton and to aid in 
characterizing the source o f the magma or magmas that produced the Ringing Rocks 
pluton. Samples were chosen to represent the complete variation that occurs within the 
pluton.
Sample collection and preparation
Fresh samples weighing several kilograms were collected and trimmed in the field 
to minimize weathering effects. Samples were then cracked into decimeter sized chips 
with a six pound sledgehammer. Mafic inclusion samples were obtained from larger, 20- 
30 cm, inclusions using a diamond bit paleomagnetic core drill. Samples were analyzed 
by Diane Johnson at the Geoanalytical Lab at Washington State University. Appendix B 
gives a description of the analytical procedures and inferred analytical precision, 
determined by comparison o f replicate analyses, and appendix A gives the collection 
location o f each sample.
Results
Whole rock chemical analyses o f samples from the Ringing Rocks pluton are 
given in appendix B. Samples were analyzed for 10 major and minor element oxides
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(Si0 2 , AI2O3 , T 1O2 , MnO, FeO* (total iron), MgO, CaO, K2O, Na2 0 , and P2O 5) and 
17 trace elements (Ni, Cr, Sc, V, Sr, Rb, Ba, Zr, Nb, La, Ce, Zn, Cu, Pb, Th, Ga, and Y). 
M ajor and minor element oxides are reported as weight percent and normalized to 1 0 0 % 
total on a volatile-free basis. Trace elements are reported in parts per million (ppm).
Major element variations
Samples from the Ringing Rocks pluton range from approximately 56 to 65 
weight percent silica, corresponding to andésite or basaltic andésite to dacite 
compositions using the nomenclature o f Peccarillo and Taylor (1976). Harker diagrams 
show clear linear trends for samples o f plagioclase shonkinite, the transitional zone, and 
the granite core and agree with field and specific gravity data reflecting the complete 
compositional gradation (figures 3 la-i). Linear trends are generally interpreted to 
indicate magma mixing (McBimey, 1993 p. 153-156). A least squares linear regression 
was used to fit lines to the data. Excellent negative linear correlations exist between 
silica weight percent and MgO, FeO*, CaO, MnO, and Ti0 2  weight percent with 
correlation coefficients greater than 0.9. K2O weight percent is positively correlated with 
silica weight percent (R^=0.94). Na2 0 , AI2O3 , and P2O5 weight percent versus silica 
show less well-defined linear trends with R^ values o f 0.6101, 0.7001, 0.8444, 
respectively. Mafic inclusion samples are not included in the calculation of correlation 
coefficients.
The plagioclase shonkinite rim samples define a relatively restricted range with 
respect to all major element oxides (figure 3 la-i). Major element data support field and
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pétrographie data suggesting that the plagioclase shonkinite rim is a homogeneous body 
o f rock.
Mafic inclusions range from 55.8 to 57.9 weight percent silica similar, 
on average, but slightly higher than for plagioclase shonkinite. MgO, FeO*, and CaO 
wt.% show similar but more variable concentrations in the mafic inclusions. The 
inclusions are slightly depleted in AI2O3 , NaiO, TiOi, and P2O 5 , slightly enriched in K2O, 
and discemibly enriched in MnO with respect to the plagioclase shonkinite rim. In 
general, the major element geochemistry o f the mafic inclusions is similar to, but more 
variable than, the plagioclase shonkinite rim (figure 3 la-i). The similarities in major 
element chemistry suggest that the plagioclase shonkinite and mafic inclusions have a 
common origin.
A distinct compositional gap exists between plagioclase shonkinite and the 
transitional zone samples on all major element variation diagrams. This is also shown on 
the specific gravity map o f the pluton (figure 9) and by the apparent sharp contact 
between the plagioclase shonkinite and transitional monzonite. A possible compositional 
gap also appears on some Harker diagrams between the most felsic transitional rocks and 
the granite core samples (figure 3 la-i). This gap most likely reflects incomplete 
sampling o f the gradation. It was not identified in the field.
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Figure 31a. AI2O3 wt.% vs. S1O2 wt.%. Mafic inclusions are not included in mixing line 
calculation. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing.
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Figure 31b. Ti0 2  wt.% vs. Si0 2  wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. See 
figure 31a and text for explanation.
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Figure 31c. FeO* wt.% vs. SiOi wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. See 
figure 31a and text for explanation.
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Figure 3 Id. MnO wt.% vs. SiO] wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. See 
figure 31a and text for explanation.
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Figure 3 le. CaO wt.% vs. SiO] wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. See 
figure 31a and text for explanation.
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Figure 3 If. MgO wt.% vs. SiO 2 wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. 
See figure 31 a and text for explanation.
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Figure 3 Ig. K2O wt.% vs. S1O2 wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. See 
figure 31a and text for explanation.
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Figure 311. P2O5 wt.% vs. S1O2 wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. See 
figure 31a and text for explanation.
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Trace element variations
Most trace elements show excellent positive and negative lineair correlations o f 
moderate slope with respect to silica (figure 32a-j). values are greater than 0.9 for 
Marker plots o f Ni, Cr, V, Rb, Nb. This is generally interpreted to indicate magma 
mixing (McBimey, 1993 p. 153-156). Ni, Cr, Sc, V, and Sr decrease from plagioclase 
shonkinite to granite, whereas Rb, Ba, light rare earth elements (La, Ce), Nb, Zr, and Y 
increase. The small compositional gap between the plagioclase shonkinite rim and 
transitional zone is also evident on these plots. Linear trends are evident on most plots o f 
trace elements versus Rb ppm (figure 33a-i), consistent with magma mixing. Rb was 
chosen as an index o f fractionation because it varies considerably throughout the suite 
and behaves incompatibly. Linear trends are also evident on most trace element ratio 
versus Rb plots (figure 34a-g).
All rock types possess incompatible element enriched chondrite-normalized spidergram 
patterns (figure 35). Mafic inclusion samples show similar trace element enrichments 
and depletions relative to the plagioclase shonkinite rim samples. Mafic inclusions show 
similar immobile trace element concentrations (Ni, Cr, Sc, and V) as the plagioclase 
shonkinite rim suggesting a common origin for these two rock types.
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Figure 32a. Ni ppm vs. SiOzwt % Mafic inclusions are not included in mixing line 
calculation. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing.
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Figure 32c. Sc ppm vs. SiO^ wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. 
Symbols same as figure 32a. See text for explanation.
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Figure 32e. Sr ppm vs. SiO; wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. 
Symbols same as figure 32a. See text for explanation.
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Figure 32g. Ba ppm vs. SiOz wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. 
Symbols same as figure 32a. See text for explanation
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Figure 32i. Zr ppm vs. S1O 2 wt.%. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. 
Symbols same as figure32a See text for explanation.
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Figure 32j. Y ppm vs. SiO^ wt.% Data trend is consistent with magma mixing
Symbols same as in figure 32a. See text for explanation
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Figure 33a. Ni ppm versus Rb ppm. Mafic inclusions are not included in the mixing line 
calculation. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. See text for explanation.
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Figure 33c. Sc ppm versus Rb ppm. Mafic inclusions are not included in the mixing line 
calculation. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. Same symbols as figure 33 a. 
See text for explanation.
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Figure 33e. Sr ppm versus Rb ppm. Mafic inclusions are not included in the mixing line 
calculation. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. Same symbols as figure 33a. 
See text for explanation.
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Figure 33g. Zr ppm versus Rb ppm. Mafic inclusions are not included in the mixing line 
calculation. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. Same symbols as figure 33a. 
See text for explanation.
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Figure 331. Y ppm versus Rb ppm. Mafic inclusions are not included in the mixing line 
calculation. Data trend is consistent with magma mixing. Same symbols as figure 33a. 
See text for explanation.
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Figure 34a. Rb/Y versus Rb ppm. Mafic inclusions are not included in mixing line 
calculation. Trend is consistent with magma mixing.
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Figure 34b. Ba/Y versus Rb ppm. Same symbols as figure 34a. See text for explanation.
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Figure 34d. Rb/Ba versus Rb ppm. Same symbols as figure 34a. See text for 
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Figure 34e. Nb/Zr versus Rb ppm. Same symbols as figure 34a. See text for 
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Figure 35. Chondrite-normalized spidergram for Ringing Rocks pluton samples. Blue 
diamonds=plagiociase shonkinite rim, green triangles=transitional zone, red 
squares=granite core.
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Chemical classification
KiO/NaiO ratio
K2 0 /Na2 0  ratio can be used to distinguish ‘normal’ from ‘potassic’ igneous suites 
(Cox et aL, 1979, p. 20-21). Most basaltic rocks exhibit a tendency to have a relatively 
low K 2 0 /Na2 0  ratio (~ 0.3, with oceanic tholeiites as low as 0.03). For comparison, 
rhyolitic rocks generally have K2 0 /Na2 0  ratios in excess o f 1.0 (Cox et al., 1979). While 
granite o f the Ringing Rocks pluton generally has K2 0 /Na2 0  ratios considered normal 
(1.6-1.8 ) for its silica content (~ 65 wt.% silica), plagioclase shonkinite and mafic 
inclusions have high K2 0 /Na2 0  ratios (1.4-1.2) for their silica content ( -  56 wt.% silica) 
and belong to the potassic magma series.
N a?0 + K?0 versus SiO? Classification
MacDonald and Katsura (1961) originally proposed the classification that plots 
Si0 2  wt. % versus Na2 0 +K2 0  wt. % to discriminate between alkaline and subalkaline 
rocks (figure 36). The plagioclase shonkinite rim and mafic inclusions are mildly alkalic, 
plotting barely within the alkalic field. The transitional zone and granite core plot within 
the subalkaline field and form a linear array that trends towards the plagioclase 
shonkinite samples.
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K 2 O versus Na^O classification
A plot of K2O versus NazO is used to subdivide rocks of the alkaline magma 
series into high potassium, potassium, and sodium series (Middlemost, 1975). Since only 
the plagioclase shonkinite and mafic inclusion samples plot in the alkaline field on a 
Na2 Û + K2O versus SiÛ2 plot, it is appropriate to use the K2 O versus Na2 0  classification 
for only those samples. Plagioclase shonkinites plot in the K series field, whereas mafic 
inclusions plot in the high-K and K series fields (figure 37).
K?0 vs. Si0 2 _classification
A plot o f K2O versus Si0 2  is used to distinguish rocks o f the tholeiitic, calc- 
alkaline, high-K calc-alkaline, and shoshonite magma series (Peccerillo and Taylor, 
1976). The plagioclase shonkinite rim, transitional zone, and mafic inclusions plot in the 
shoshonite field (figure 38), reflecting their potassic character. Based on silica 
concentration the plagioclase shonkinite rim, transitional zone, and mafic inclusions are 
shoshonitic andésites. Shoshonitic andésites are also termed banakites (Peccerillo and 
Taylor, 1976). Samples from the plagioclase shonkinite rim and mafic inclusions plot on 
or very close to the basaltic andesite/andesite boundary. Samples from the granitic core 
are high-K dacite.
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Figure 36. Total alkali versus silica diagram for twenty two samples from the Ringing 
Rocks pluton. Field separating alkaline and subalkaline rocks is from MacDonald and 
Katsura (1966). Mafic inclusions are not included in mixing line calculation.
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Figure 37. Potash versus soda classification diagram for plagioclase shonkinite and 
mafic inclusions. Subdivisions o f  the alkaline magma series into High-K, K, and Na 
series are from Middlemost (1975).
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Figure 38. Potash versus silica classification o f  twenty two samples from the Ringing 
Rocks pluton. Boundaries dividing low-K or tholeiitic, medium-K, high-K, and 
Shon^m nite magma series are from Peccerillo and Taylor (1976).
Models explaining Compositional Variation in the 
Ringing Rocks Pluton
Introduction
Whole rock chemical data can be used to quantitatively model various igneous 
processes such as magma mixing and mingling, differentiation, and assimilation. Field 
and pétrographie data also aid in constraining models that explain the origin o f the 
compositional variation within the Ringing Rocks pluton. The following models can be 
considered in light of field evidence: 1 ) in situ crystal fractionation o f a single magma to 
produce the entire compositional gradation, 2 ) in situ crystal fractionation o f the granitic 
core to produce the transitional zone and granite core with late intrusion of plagioclase 
shonkinite to form the pluton’s rim, 3) liquid immiscibility to form shonkinite and granite 
magmas, 4) bulk assimilation of crustal rocks to produce the compositional gradation, 5) 
magma mixing and mingling between shonkinite and granite magma. I show below, that 
magma mixing and mingling between a contaminated primary mantle-derived shonkinite 
and a crustal-derived granite magma best explain available field, pétrographie, and 
chemical data.
In situ crystal fractionation
In situ crystal fractionation involves progressive crystallization from the roof, 
floor, and walls of the magma chamber inward. This process has also been termed 
sidewall fractionation and is commonly cited as a mechanism that produces
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compositionally zoned plutcns or magma chambers (Bateman, 1985; McCarthy and 
Groves, 1979). Progressive crystallization o f mafic minerals and/or calcic plagioclase 
from the roof, floor, and walls o f the magma chamber inward produces a progressively 
more evolved magma inward and a compositional zoned pluton. Several variants of this 
model are conceivable;
1 a) Consider in situ crystal fractionation resulting in the entire compositional 
gradation within the pluton. This model can easily be discounted because a distinct 
compositional gap and apparent sharp contact separate the plagioclase shonkinite rim and 
the most mafic transitional rock (figures 7, 8 , 9, 31, 32, and 33). In situ crystal 
fractionation would result in a complete compositional gradation from the most mafic to 
most felsic rock.
lb) Considers only the transitional zone and granite core in terms of in situ 
crystal fractionation, while the plagioclase shonkinite rim represents a pulse o f more 
primitive magma enveloping the granitic core either after solidification of the granitic 
core or at a point when the granitic core was sufficiently crystallized such that its 
viscosity was too high to allow for magma mixing and/or mingling. The granitic core 
could represent a crustal-derived magma or a magma derived from fractionating a 
mantle-derived magma similar to the plagioclase shonkinite rim.
L iquid  immiscibility
This model involves a single magma that separates in place into two immiscible 
liquids: a mafic, shonkinitic magma represented by the plagioclase shonkinite rim and a
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granitic magma represented by the transitional zone and granite core. This hypothesis is 
supported by the apparent sharp contact between the plagioclase shonkinite rim and the 
granitic core and by the presence of ellipsoidal fine-grained mafic inclusions in the 
granite core which may represent immiscible blobs o f plagioclase shonkinite in the 
granite magma. However, the compositional gradation within the granitic core cannot be 
explained through any process involving liquid immiscibility.
Assim ilation
Bulk incorporation o f solid country rock into a magma is termed assimilation. 
Although, mechanical disintegration and chemical reactions are important in the 
digestion of country rock in a magma, it is heat transfer from the primitive magma to the 
country rock that drives the assimilation process. For this model we will assume that the 
shonkinite magma is assimilating varying proportions o f crustal rock to produce the 
compositional gradation. As assimilation proceeds, the composition o f the assimilating 
magma will trend towards the composition of the rock being assimilated. If  the 
composition o f the rock being assimilated is granitic basement, it would require the most 
felsic product o f assimilation to be much less felsic than the assimilated granitic 
basement. Also given the small size o f the Ringing Rocks pluton, it would be difficult to 
imagine it having sufficient heat to assimilate so much crustal material. The lack of 
crustal xenoliths also suggests that assimilation did not play a major role in the origin o f 
the compositional gradation within the Ringing Rocks pluton.
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Magma mixing and mingling
Field criteria for magma mixing and mingling in plutonic rocks include the 
presence of a nearly complete chemical and mineralogical gradation from mafic to felsic 
rocks (Butler, 1983; Reid et al., 1983) and fine-grained ellipsoidal mafic inclusions in a 
granitic host with sharp, crenulate margins (Frost and Mahood, 1987; Smith et a i, 1990; 
W alker and Skelhom, 1966; Foster and Hyndman, 1990). The Ringing Rocks pluton 
contains both o f these characteristics. Two variants of this model follow:
1 a) The first model calls for the mixing and mingling of two magmas of different 
origin: a granitic magma o f crustal origin and a shonkinitic magma o f dominantly mantle 
derivation. A still molten granitic magma is intruded and partially enveloped by a 
shonkinitic magma, resulting in magma mixing and mingling. Field relations suggest that 
the shonkinitic magma intrudes and partially envelops a still molten granitic magma. 
Magma mixing and mingling after emplacement of the partially enveloping plagioclase 
shonkinite rim results in the observed compositional variation within the pluton and the 
presence o f fine-grained mafic inclusions in the granite core.
lb) This model is identical to model la) except that the felsic magma is the 
residual liquid formed by differentiating a mantle-derived shonkinitic magma similar to 
that forming the rim of the Ringing Rocks pluton. The felsic magma would have 
differentiated at depth before its rise and emplacement. Subsequent recharge of this 
magma chamber with a fresh pulse o f primitive shonkinitic magma results in magma 
mixing and mingling.
Chemical Tests of Crystal Fractionation Hypotheses
Major element tests
Whole rock major element chemical data and major element microprobe mineral 
analyses were utilized to test if theoretical removal o f early formed mineral species from 
a parent magma could produce a liquid composition that trends towards the data set. The 
following technique is described in Cox et al. (1979 p. 148-159) and is briefly reviewed 
here.
Figure 39a shows the predicted path of a liquid as it crystallizes different numbers 
o f mineral phases. In the most elementary case, a parent liquid of composition B 
crystallizes a mineral P to produce a new liquid composition that trends towards L. The 
distance from B to L is determined by the weight percent P that is crystallized or 
removed. The lever rule is employed to find what weight percent removal o f P is 
required in order to produce a specific liquid composition on the line B-L. In this case 
approximately 25% crystallization/removal of P from the original liquid B produces the 
new liquid composition L. In figure 39b, two minerals P and Q are simultaneously 
crystallizing from the parent magma B. The composition of the extract (E) must lie along 
a tie-line connecting minerals P and Q. The proportions of P and Q in E are given by the 
lever rule. In this case the extract E contains approximately 60% P and 40% Q. The 
proportion of solid that must crystallize or be removed to produce a liquid of composition 
L is obtained using the lever rule.
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In the case o f a three-phase extract assemblage, where the parent magma is 
crystallizing minerals P, Q, and R simultaneously, the bulk composition of the extract (E) 
must lie within the triangle defined by the tie-lines connecting the minerals P, Q, and R. 
The proportion of E removed or crystallized to produce a liquid of composition L is once 
again given by the lever rule (figure 3 9 c).
Given a set of whole rock chemical data for the Ringing Rocks pluton, we can test 
whether removal o f some proportion of an appropriate mineral extract assemblage from a 
parent magma can produce the observed data trend. Petrography puts constraints on 
which minerals might have been available for removal from the parent magma. In the 
case o f the Ringing Rocks pluton, olivine, salite, and possibly plagioclase form 
phenocrysts and therefore might have been available for removal from the plagioclase 
shonkinite magma; therefore, it is the removal of some proportion o f  these minerals that 
should be modeled to test if  the plagioclase shonkinite magma could produce a granite. 
While plagioclase is included in the major element crystal fractionation tests o f the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim, evidence suggests that it was not an important fractionated 
mineral. Plagioclase crystals rarely occur as large, early-formed crystals and began 
crystallizing later than olivine and salite 2 ) plagioclase does not have a density conducive 
to settling in a mafic magma 3) Sr concentrations do not change dramatically through the 
rock suite (-600 to 400 ppm) suggesting that plagioclase fractionation was not important 
in the petrogenesis of this pluton. Plagioclase extraction is not included in any trace 
element models.
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Figure 39 a-c. Basic principals o f crystal fractionation tests. See text for explanation. 
From Cox et al, (1979).
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For testing in situ crystal fractionation of the granitic core, its mineral 
composition constrains the extract assemblage to contain some proportion of salite, 
amphibole, and plagioclase.
First we test whether a plagioclase shonkinite magma, similar or identical to the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim, could fractionate to produce a granite magma. To do this we 
use an average plagioclase shonkinite magma as the starting composition. As 
demonstrated above, the plagioclase shonkinite samples show little variation between 
seven samples for nearly all major element oxides; therefore, this seems a reasonable 
parent magma composition.
Major element chemical data for salite and plagioclase were determined by 
microprobe analysis (appendix C) while percent molar forsterite component o f olivine 
was determined optically (2V method; Troger, 1979). Salite, olivine, and plagioclase 
compositions from the plagioclase shonkinite rim were then plotted on 1 0  major element 
Harker diagrams along with rock samples. Liquid line of descent trends were then 
plotted for the removal o f each individual mineral from the average plagioclase 
shonkinite magma. These trends define the path that the plagioclase shonkinite magma 
would take if  only that mineral were crystallizing or being removed from the plagioclase 
shonkinite magma and serve as references for comparison with the whole rock data 
trends. Points on each mineral extract trend represent removal o f 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 weight 
percent crystals, respectively. The trend of the whole rock data is then back-projected 
towards the extract compositional triangle defined by the tie-lines connecting olivine, 
salite, and plagioclase (figures 40a-i). For any given Harker plot, any extract proportion
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that lies along the back-projection of the data trend within the extract triangle is 
compatible with crystal fractionation; however, an infinite number of solutions may be 
possible for any one Harker plot iteration since the possible extract composition lies 
along a line.
We now test whether the olivine, salite, and plagioclase extraction hypothesis 
is internally consistent with all the Harker plot test iterations in terms of the relative 
proportions o f these minerals in the extract solution. This is accomplished graphically. 
Each compositional extract triangle and its intersecting bulk compositional trend for each 
Harker plot iteration is transformed on a equilateral triangle, then the 10 equilateral 
triangles are superimposed on one another (figure 41). If the bulk compositional trends 
intersect at or approximately at a common point, then this gives the proportions of 
minerals in the extract that satisfy all the data. A qualitative tolerance level is used to 
determine if  a unique solution exists. The superimposed bulk compositional trends for 
the plagioclase shonkinite data do not intersect at a common point (figure 41). On TiOi, 
K2O, and P2O 5 Harker plots, the bulk compositional trends do not intersect the extract 
triangle. These extraction tests show that the granitic core cannot be formed by 
extraction o f olivine, salite, and plagioclase in any proportion from a plagioclase 
shonkinite magma.
We can also use this mineral extraction technique to test the hypothesis that the 
compositional variation within the granitic core resulted from in situ crystal fractionation. 
As mentioned above, petrography constrains this hypothesis to involve salite, amphibole, 
and plagioclase crystallization or extraction.
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Figure 40a. AI2O3 versus SiOi wt.% crystal fractionation test for removal o f an extract 
assemblage from average plagioclase shonkinite. This plot and the nine others following 
test whether removal o f some proportion of olivine, salite, and plagioclase from an 
average plagioclase shonkinite can produce a liquid which trends along the data. Crosses 
represent the trend of a theoretical liquid derived by removal o f olivine at 5, 10, 15, 20, 
and 25 weight percent increments from average plagioclase shonkinite and are for 
reference. Open circles and Xs represent similar incremental removal of salite and 
plagioclase, respectively, and are also for reference. The back projection o f the data 
trend (long dashed line) to intersect the extract triangle yields the proportions of olivine, 
salite, and plagioclase that may be removed from average plagioclase shonkinite to 
produce a liquid which trends along the data. See text for further explanation.
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Figure 40b. TiOz versus SiO^ wt.% crystal fractionation test. Data trend is not consistent 
with fractionation o f an assemblage consisting o f olivine, salite, and plagioclase. See 
figure 40a and text for explanation.
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Figure 40d. MnO versus S1O2 wt.% crystal fractionation test. Data trend is consistent 
with fractionation of an assemblage that lies along the back projected data trend within 
the extract triangle. See figure 41a or text for explanation.
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Figure 40f. MgO versus S i02 wt.% crystal fractionation test. Data trend is consistent 
with fractionation of an assemblage that lies along the back projected data trend within 
the extract triangle. See figure 40a or text for explanation.
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Figure 40h. N&20 versus S1O2 wt.% crystal fractionation test. Data trend is not 
consistent with fractionation o f any assemblage consisting o f olivine, salite, and 
plagioclase. See figure 40a or text for explanation.
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Figure 40i. P2 O5 versus Si02 wt.% crystal fractionation test. Data trend is not consistent 
with fractionation of an assemblage consisting of olivine, salite, and plagioclase. See 
figure 40a or text for explanation.
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Figure 41. Superimposed solutions to plagioclase shonkinite crystal fractionation tests. 
The tests reveal no unique solution. See text for explanation.
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This hypothesis is tested in a similar fashion to the method described above with 
the exception that the parent magma composition is the most mafic transitional rock. 
Then, by removing minerals from the most mafic transitional rock the in situ crystal 
fractionation process is hypothetically reversed. If in situ crystal fractionation of some 
proportion o f salite, amphibole, and plagioclase is responsible for the gradation in the 
granitic core then the model trends should lie approximately along the observed data 
trends. Figure 42a-i shows the results of these tests.
Note that the back-projections of the bulk compositional trend on Harker plots o f 
CaO, K 2 O, Ti0 2 , and P 2 O 5 do not intersect the salite-amphibole-plagioclase extract 
triangle. Superimposing the solutions from Harker plots o f AI2O3 FeO*, MnO, MgO, 
and Na2 0  on an equilateral extraction triangle, does not lead to a unique solution (figure 
43). Therefore, the hypothesis that the compositional variation within the granitic core 
resulted from in situ crystal fractionation is rejected.
Trace element tests
Since minerals incorporate or exclude trace elements when crystallizing with 
greater sensitivity than they do major elements, we can model the effects o f crystal 
fractionation using these data. When a mineral crystallizes in chemical equilibrium with 
a magma, trace elements are partitioned between the crystallizing mineral and the 
surrounding liquid according to the chemical activity in the crystalline phase and liquid. 
For a trace element obeying Henry’s Law, the following equation holds:
C‘x/C,=Kd'x
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Figure 42a. AI2 O3 versus SiO] wt.% crystal fractionation test for in situ crystal 
fractionation o f the transitional zone and granite core. This plot and the nine others that 
follow test whether removal of some proportion of salite (cpx), amphibole (amph), and 
plagioclase (plag) from the most mafic transitional rock can produce a derivative liquid 
that trends along the data. Open circles represent the trend of a theoretical liquid derived 
by removal o f salite at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 2 weight percent increments from the most 
mafic transitional rock (sample # RR-95) and are for reference. Crosses and Xs represent 
the liquid trends for similar incremental removal of amphibole and plagioclase, 
respectively, and are for reference. The back projection o f the data trend (long dashed 
line) to intersect the extract triangle yields the proportions of salite, amphibole, and 
plagioclase that may be removed from the most mafic transitional rock to produce a 
liquid which trends along the data. See text for further explanation.
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Figure 42b. TiO] versus S1O2 wt.% in situ crystal fractionation test. Data trend is not 
consistent with fractionation o f salite, amphibole, and plagioclase. See figure 42a or text 
for explanation.
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Figure 42d. MnO versus SiO] wt.% in situ crystal fractionation test. Data trend is 
consistent with fractionation o f an assemblage that lies along the back projected data 
trend within the extract triangle. See figure 42a or text for explanation.
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Figure 42f. MgO versus S1O2 wt.% in situ crystal fractionation test. Data trend is 
consistent with fractionation o f salite, amphibole, and plagioclase. See figure 42a or text 
for explanation.
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Figure 42h. NazO versus SiOz wt.% in situ crystal fractionation test. Data trend is 
consistent with fractionation o f salite, amphibole, and plagioclase. See figure 42a or text 
for explanation.
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Figure 43. Superimposed solutions to in situ crystal fractionation test. The tests reveal 
no unique solution. See text for explanation.
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where C‘ x is the concentration o f element i in the mineral x, C‘i is the concentration of 
element i in the liquid I, and Kd ‘ x is termed a distribution or partition coefficient for a 
given crystal-liquid equilibrium with respect to a given trace element. Trace elements 
which readily enter the crystalline phase are termed compatible trace elements (e.g., Ni in 
olivine, Cr in salite, and Sr in plagioclase) and have Kd > 1, while those that 
preferentially remain in the liquid phase are termed incompatible or magmatophile trace 
elements (e.g., large ion lithophile elements in mafic minerals and plagioclase) and 
possess Kd «  1. Ionic radius and charge are the two principal factors controlling the 
tendency o f a trace element to enter a specific mineral phase (Goldschmidt, 1937). For 
example. Ni readily enters olivine (Kd - 1 0 )  because its ionic radius and charge are 
similar to Mg^^.
Distribution coefficients are determined by synthetic crystallization experiments 
and by measurements o f coexisting phenocryst-glass assemblages in volcanic rocks 
(Green, 1993). Published Kd values for a given element associated with a specific 
crystal-liquid equilibrium generally show a large range. In general, these ranges 
represent the effects o f P, T, variations in bulk composition, and variation in the rate o f 
crystallization (Cox et aL, 1979; Green, 1993). For example, Kennedy et al. (1993) have 
shown that experimentally derived Kd values for incompatible trace elements in olivine 
and orthopyroxene vary between 2 orders o f magnitude depending on crystallization rate. 
Trapped melt inclusions were responsible for higher Kd values for incompatible elements 
when crystallization rates were fast. For these reasons, care was taken to obtain 
distribution coefficients for geochemical modeling that are appropriate to the Ringing
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Rocks pluton (e.g. basaltic andésite or andésite composition, relatively slow 
crystallization rate, low pressure). While Kd values for incompatible elements may vary 
by up to 2 orders of magnitude, the choice o f values within these ranges does not affect 
the outcome o f the tests. Green (1993) provides a review of the most recent published Kd 
values for common igneous minerals and melt compositions. Distribution coefficients 
used for this study are shown in appendix D.
The Rayleigh Law provides a means to predict the effect that crystallization o f a 
specific phenocryst assemblage will have on the residual liquid’s trace element 
composition. The derivation o f the equation describing Rayleigh crystal fractionation is 
given in Wood and Fraser (1976, ch. 6). The following equation describes closed system 
Rayleigh crystal fractionation:
c ,/c„= (i-F y ‘’-"
where Cr and Co are the concentrations o f the trace element in the residual liquid and 
parent liquid, respectively. F is the weight fraction of liquid remaining and D is the bulk 
distribution coefficient for the extract assemblage. A bulk distribution coefficient is 
defined as:
D= S” i=i Wi Kdi
where w, is the weight proportion o f each mineral (i) in the extract assemblage and Kdi is 
the distribution coefficient for each mineral (i). The bulk distribution coefficient allows 
the modeling o f an extract assemblage that contains more than one mineral. O f course, in 
the case o f modeling the extraction of a single mineral the bulk distribution coefficient 
equals the distribution coefficient for that mineral.
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Rayleigh crystal fractionation tests were constructed to test the hypothesis that the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim or similar magma fractionated to produce the granitic core.
This is first tested on a series o f trace element Harker plots (figure 44a-j). SiO] wt.% is 
used as a fractionation index since it varies considerably throughout the compositional 
gradation and it is generally agreed that SiO] is a good index o f fractionation. The effects 
o f incremental removal o f olivine, salite, and plagioclase were already determined for use 
in the major element extraction tests; therefore, we have values for F. The parent magma 
composition is again assumed to approximate the average plagioclase shonkinite. 
Distribution coefficients are obtained from the literature. We now may solve for Cr using 
different D and F values. A second series o f tests involve plots o f various trace element 
versus Rb (figure 45a-i). Rb has Kd values for most mafic minerals that approach zero 
and thus is also universally excepted as a good index of fractionation involving mafic 
minerals. Note that this assumption is invalid if  K-bearing phases such as orthoclase or 
biotite are in the extract assemblage. Since orthoclase and biotite are commonly 
poikilitic and clearly late in the crystallization sequence of all rock types in the Ringing 
Rock pluton, Rb should serve as a good measure o f F.
Pétrographie analysis shows that olivine and salite were the first minerals to 
crystallize from the plagioclase shonkinite (see discussion o f petrography). Plagioclase 
removal is not included in these tests for the reasons listed above. For these reasons, only 
olivine and salite fractionation are considered in terms o f Rayleigh crystal fractionation.
Rayleigh crystal fractionation was tested by plotting liquid evolution lines for the 
removal o f olivine, salite, and an assemblage consisting of 3 parts salite and 1 part olivine
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corresponding to their modal proportions in the plagioclase shonkinite rim. For each 
liquid evolution line, the points represent the removal of 5, 10, 15,20, and 25 weight 
percent extract, respectively. Trace element Harker plots and trace element versus Rb 
plots were constructed for Ni, Cr, Sc, V, Sr, Rb, Ba, Nb, Zr, and Y. La and Ce were not 
modeled because X-ray fluorescence techniques at the Washington State University do 
not accurately measure these elements at such low concentrations (see appendix B). For 
trace elements with Kd « 1  for both salite and olivine, only one model trend is shown 
because the bulk distribution coefficient is not sensitive to the relative proportions of 
salite and olivine in the extract.
The results o f these tests are shown on figures 44a-j and 45a-i. For the Harker 
trace element plots o f Nb, Y, Sc, and Rb, the data trend is consistent with Rayleigh 
crystal fractionation. However, for Harker plots of Ni, Cr, V, Sr, Ba, and Zr, the data 
trends are not consistent with Rayleigh fractionation of an assemblage containing some 
proportion o f salite and olivine. With the exception of Ba and possibly Sr, these elements 
are considered to be classic immobile trace elements and therefore most likely preserve 
primary magmatic concentrations and have not been remobilized by subsolidus deuteric 
alteration.
Rayleigh fractionation tests that use Rb as a measure o f F give similar results as the 
Harker plot tests (figure 45a-i). Test plots o f Nb, Zr, Y, and possibly Ba versus Rb show 
trends that are consistent with fractionation of a salite and olivine-rich assemblage. 
However, plots o f immobile compatible elements such as Ni, Cr, and V versus Rb show
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Figure 44a. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Ni ppm versus SiO] wt.%. Open 
circles represent the trend o f a theoretical liquid derived by removing salite from average 
plagioclase shonkinite at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 weight percent increments, respectively. 
Crosses and asterisks are the liquid trends for similar incremental removal o f olivine and 
an assemblage consisting o f 3 parts salite and 1 part olivine, respectively. See text for 
explanation.
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Figure 44c. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Sc ppm versus SiO] wt.%. See figure 
44a and text for explanation.
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Figure 44e. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Sr ppm versus SiO] wt.%. See figure 
44a and text for explanation.
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Figure 44g. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Ba ppm versus SiO] wt.%. See figure 
44a and text for explanation.
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Figure 441. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Zr ppm versus SiOi wt.%. See figure 
44a and text for explanation.
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Figure 45a. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Ni ppm versus Rb ppm. Symbols as in 
figure 44a. See text for explanation.
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Figure 45c. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Sc ppm versus Rb ppm. Symbols as in 
figure 44a. See text for explanation.
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Figure 45e. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Sr ppm versus Rb ppm. Symbols as in 
figure 44a. See text for explanation.
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Figure 45g. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Nb ppm versus Rb ppm. Symbols as in 
figure 44a. See text for explanation.
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Figure 45 i. Rayleigh crystal fractionation test for Y ppm versus Rb ppm. Symbols as in 
figure 44a. See text for explanation.
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data trends that are inconsistent with fractionation o f olivine and salite in observed modal 
abundance.
Discussion of chemical tests of crystal fractionation models
Two crystal fractionation models for the Ringing Rocks pluton were tested using 
available whole-rock major and trace element geochemical data and major element 
microprobe mineral analyses: 1 ) the compositional gradation within the granitic core 
resulted from in situ crystal fractionation and 2 ) the magma which crystallized to form 
the granitic core formed by fractionating a magma similar to the plagioclase shonkinite 
rim.
In situ crystal fractionation of the granitic core was tested using major element 
chemical data only. Pétrographie analysis constrains the extract assemblage to contain 
some proportion o f salite, amphibole, and plagioclase as these minerals form larger, early 
crystals. Back projection o f the data trend for the samples o f the transition zone and 
granite core toward the compositional extract triangle defined by the tie-lines connecting 
the hypothesized extract assemblage yields possible solutions. Tests reveal that for 
Harker plots o f K 2O, CaO, TiOi, and P2O 5 the back projection of the data trend does not 
intersect the extract triangle; therefore, crystal fractionation o f an assemblage consisting 
o f salite, amphibole, and plagioclase is not consistent with the data. Additionally, back 
projection o f the data trends on Harker plots o f FeO*, MgO, MnO, AI2O3 , and N a2Û do 
not yield a unique proportion o f salite, amphibole, and plagioclase (figure 43). On these 
grounds, the hypothesis o f in situ crystal fractionation of the granitic core is rejected.
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Fractionation o f a plagioclase shonkinite magma to produce the granitic magma 
was tested using major element and trace element tests. Pétrographie analysis constrains 
the extraction assemblage to contain some proportion o f olivine and salite. Plagioclase is 
included in the major element extraction tests although it did not crystallize early as large 
crystals and therefore probably was not available for removal. Major element extraction 
tests on Harker plots o f MgO, FeO*, CaO, AI2O3, N a]0  do not produce a unique solution 
(figure 41). While major element extraction tests on Harker plots o f K2O, Ti0 2 , and 
P2 O 5 show that removal o f no proportions o f olivine, salite, and plagioclase can produce 
the observed data trends. These tests do not support the hypothesis that the plagioclase 
shonkinite magma fractionated some proportion of olivine, salite, and plagioclase to 
produce the granitic core.
Trace element Harker plots and plots o f trace elements versus Rb were used to 
test Rayleigh crystal fractionation model. Fractionation of a reasonable proportion of 
olivine and/or salite from a plagioclase shonkinite magma is consistent with the data 
trends on diagrams of Nb, Y, and possibly Sc and Rb versus Si02 wt.% and on diagrams 
o f Nb, Zr, Y, and possibly Ba versus Rb. The data trends for variation diagrams 
involving immobile compatible elements such as Ni, Cr, V are much less steep than the 
trends produced by Rayleigh fractionation o f salite and olivine in observed modal 
proportions. Rayleigh fractionation of salite and olivine in a unique proportion from the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim is not consistent with the data.
Evidence for Magma Mixing
Chemical evidence
Whole rock major and trace element chemical data support the hypothesis that the 
compositional gradation within the Ringing Rocks pluton is the result o f magma mixing 
between plagioclase shonkinite and granite magma. As shown above, no model o f 
crystal fractionation, assimilation, or liquid immiscibility is consistent with field and 
chemical data.
Linear trends on major element and trace element variation diagrams are 
generally interpreted to indicate magma mixing (McBimey, 1993 p. 153-156). All major 
element Harker plots for the Ringing Rocks pluton samples reveal linear trends (figure 
3 la-i). Trace element Harker, trace elements versus Rb, and most trace element versus 
Rb plots show linear trends indicating mixing of magmas (figures 32a-i, 33a-j, 34a-g).
Some of the trends on major and trace element variation diagrams deviate 
somewhat from strict linear trends (see for example MgO vs. SiO] and Ni or Cr vs. SiOa). 
This is tentatively interpreted to indicate that either crystal fractionation or subsolidus 
deuteric alteration may have played a very minor role in the petrogenesis o f the Ringing 
Rocks pluton. No attempt was made to model magma mixing with minor concomitant 
crystal fractionation or late-stage deuteric alteration.
Pétrograph ie  evidence
Petrography and microprobe mineral analyses of salite and plagioclase from the
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Ringing Rocks pluton are also consistent with an origin by magma mixing between 
the plagioclase shonkinite rim and granite core magmas.
Magma mixing commonly produces disequilibruim mineral textures (Downes, 
1989; Gerlach and Grove, 1982; Smith et al., 1990; Feeley and Dungan, 1996; Feeley et 
al., 1998). While salite is found in all the rock types in the Ringing Rocks pluton, the 
texture o f salite changes significantly from the plagioclase shonkinite rim to the granite 
core. Salite found in the plagioclase shonkinite rim commonly shows euhedral, eight 
sided crystal forms indicating that it crystallized in equilibrium with the surrounding 
magma. However, salite records a progressive increase in disequilibruim from the 
plagioclase shonkinite, transitional zone, and granite core. This is illustrated by a series 
o f three representative photomicrographs which show salite euhedra with eight sides in 
the plagioclase shonkinite rim with no reaction rim of amphibole, followed by salite in 
the transitional zone which shows a continuous reaction rim of amphibole surrounding a 
ragged salite crystal, and finally pyroxene pseudomorphed by amphibole (notice the relict 
eight sided crystal form) from the granite core with only small scraps of salite remaining 
(figure 46a-c). This is interpreted to indicate that salite initially crystallized in 
equilibrium with the plagioclase shonkinite magma, but became incorporated into the 
transitional zone and granite core during mechanical mixing. The salite, not in 
equilibrium with the transitional zone and granite magmas, reacted with the more 
siliceous magma to produce amphibole rims and pseudomorphs. Microprobe mineral 
analyses of salite in the plagioclase shonkinite, transitional zone, and granite core show
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Figure 46a. Photomicrograph o f  salite from the plagioclase shonkinite rim showing 
equilibrium texture. Crossed polars. Field o f  view is about 2.5 millimeters.
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Figure 46b. Photomicrograph o f  salite from the transitional zone showing continuous rim 
o f  amphibole. Amphibole rim is at extinction. Crossed polars. Field o f  view is about 2.5 
millimeters.
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Figure 46c. Photomicrograph o f  amphibole pseudomorph after salite in granite core. 
Relict salite in the core o f  the amphibole pseudomorph is at extinction. Crossed polars. 
Field o f  view is about 2.5 millimeters.
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Figure 47. CaO-MgO-FezOg plot o f  average salite compositions from the plagioclase 
shonkinite (light blue diamond), most mafic transitional rock (green circle), more felsic 
transitional rock (red open circle), granite core (blue square), and mafic inclusion (pink 
asterick) as determined by ion microprobe analyses.
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Sample # RR43 RR45 RR81 RR3 RR3
Rock type Plag. Most mafic Trans. Granite Mafic
shonk. trans. rock rock core inclusion
Sample siz n= 1 0 n=15 n=5 n=l 1 n=3
Oxide wt.%
N a20 0.36 0.46 0.37 0.44 0.54
A1203 2.18 2.54 1.54 2 . 1 1 1.81
Si02 51.66 51.79 52.64 51.52 51.50
Fe203 7.87 7.36 7.40 8.36 8.33
K 20 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0.05
CaO 20.38 20.73 21.64 20.71 22.06
MgO 16.53 16.04 15.82 15.52! 14.23
MnO 0 . 2 2 0.25 0.23 0.29 0.43
T i02 0.48 0.45 0.29 0.47 0.32
Cr203 0.15 0.19 0.13 0 . 1 1 0.07
Total 99.83 99.81 100.07 99.54 99.32
Table 2. Average salite compositions for different rock t\ pes of the Ringing Rocks 
pluton determined by ion microprobe analyses.
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similar major element compositions, supporting this interpretation (figure 47, Table 2, 
appendix C).
Textural observations and microprobe analyses of plagioclase in the transitional 
zone are also compatible with a magma mixing hypothesis. In the transitional zone, 
plagioclase occurs as large, zoned euhedra with partially resorbed cores (figure 24). 
Microprobe analyses show that the partially resorbed cores o f the euhedra are Ango, while 
outboard o f this resorbed core the plagioclase is zoned from Anss.so to Anio-is. These 
relationships are interpreted to indicate that the plagioclase initially crystallized in 
equilibrium with the granitic magma to form Anso plagioclase. Magma mixing then 
resulted in resorption o f the early formed plagioclase and subsequent crystallization of a 
more calcic plagioclase (Anss-so) that was in equilibrium with the new, more mafic, 
mixed magma.
Magma mixing is also supported by the complete mineralogical gradation, which 
is reflected on a contoured specific gravity map of the pluton (figure 9).
Origin of mafic inclusions: evidence for magma mingling
Models explaining the origin of mafic inclusions
‘Fine-grained mafic inclusion’ is a term used in this study to describe any fine­
grained mafic-rich rock fragment completely enclosed within homogeneous igneous rock. 
Fine-grained mafic inclusions in the Ringing Rocks pluton possess ellipsoidal shapes, 
sharp contacts with the enclosing host rock, and slightly crenulate margins.
Workers have used numerous hypotheses to explain the origins o f fine-grained 
mafic inclusions. The following hypotheses are normally considered for the origin o f the 
fine-grained, ellipsoidal mafic inclusions: origin as 1 ) xenoliths, 2 ) restite, 3) cognate 
inclusions, and 4) chilled blobs o f coeval magma. Table 3 shows the main textures and 
petrologic significance o f the various types of mafic inclusion.
Origin as Xenoliths
Xenoliths are fragments o f country rock incorporated into a magma; they often 
possess sharp contacts with the host and angular in shapes. Some workers have 
interpreted ellipsoidal fine-grained mafic inclusions as various types o f reworked or 
partially digested xenoliths that have lost their original angular shape through interaction 
with the host magma. Various hypothesis include complete transformation o f homfels, 
the basification of fragments o f country rocks, and the disruption and incorporation o f 
fragments o f older mafic intrusions or flows. Bateman et al, (1963) proposed that some
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Tvoe o f 
Inclusion
Xenolith Restite Mafic
microgranular
enclave
Cognate
inclusion
(Autolith)
Contact Sharp Sharp with biotitic 
crust
Mostly sharp Mostly
gradual
Shape Angular Lenticular Ovoid Ovoid
Common
Textures
Contact- 
metam. texture 
and minerals
Metam. texture 
Micas and Al-rich 
minerals
Fine-grained 
Igneous texture
Large-
grained
Cumulate
texture
Interpretation A piece of 
country rock
Residue o f melting Blob of coeval 
magma
Disrupted
cumulate
Table 3. Summary o f the textural characteristics and petrologic significance o f the 
different types o f inclusions common in granites. From Didier and Barbarin (1991a).
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fine grained mafic inclusions in granite (sensu lato) o f the Sierra Nevada batholith are 
partially digested fragments o f wall rock incorporated into the rising granite intrusion. 
Wall rock xenoliths typically exhibit metamorphic textures, either contact or regional, in 
thin section allowing their recognition as xenoliths.
Xenoliths o f mafic-intermediate igneous rock would presumably retain their 
original angular shape distinguishing them from restite, cognate inclusions, and chilled 
blobs o f coeval magma that would possess an ovoid/ellipsoidal shape. All cases where 
ellipsoidal mafic inclusions have been interpreted as reworked mafic xenoliths have been 
reported from large, deep seated intrusions, for example, the Sierra Nevada batholith, 
were xenoliths presumably have had more time to become rounded through reaction with 
the host magma relative to xenoliths incorporated into a small, shallow magma chamber. 
The small size o f the Ringing Rock pluton suggests that it would cool too quickly for 
xenoliths to have sufficient time to react with their host granitic magma and lose their 
angular shape. This cooling rate is too fast to allow for reworking of a mafic- 
intermediate igneous xenolith and destruction of the original angular shape. Therefore, 
the ellipsoidal mafic inclusions in the Ringing Rocks pluton probably are not mafic to 
intermediate igneous xenoliths. The inclusions also possess an igneous texture, ruling out 
the possibility that they are xenoliths o f mafic homfels or amphibolites.
Origin as Restite
Restite represents the refractory residue left after partial melting o f a rock. Restite 
inclusions generally possess sharp contacts with an outer biotite crust and are lenticular in
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shape (Didier and Barbarin, 1991a). Fine-grained mafic inclusions have been interpreted 
as restite (for example, Presnall and Bateman, 1973; White and Chappell, 1977). 
Descriptions o f inclusions thought to be restites show that there are two general types 
(Chappell and White, 1974; Chappell, 1978). The first type occurs mainly in S-type 
granites {s. I.) and is characterized by their metamorphic texture and micaceous , Al-rich 
mineral composition. The second type are found mainly in I-type granites {s.I) and 
possess igneous textures which can only result from melt-crystallization processes, not 
melting processes (Didier, 1984; Vernon, 1983), and therefore most likely represent 
coeval blobs o f mafic magma. The presence o f igneous texture and the absence o f 
abundant Al-rich minerals rule out the possibility that the fine-grained mafic inclusions in 
the Ringing Rocks pluton are restite.
Origin as Cognate Inclusions
Many researchers have interpreted fine-grained mafic inclusions as cognate 
inclusions. Cognate inclusions or autoliths represent fragments o f disrupted solid 
cumulates (Didier and Barbarin, 1991b; Hyndman, 1985 p. 305). They generally have 
ovoid shapes with gradual contacts and possess a coarse-grained cumulate texture.
Several processes have been proposed to explain how cognate inclusions can form in a 
granitic magma. In a hypothesis originally developed by Phillips (1880), fine-grained 
mafic inclusions may form by early crystallization in granite magma o f clusters 
comprised o f mafic minerals, plagioclase, and accessory minerals. Inclusions forming by 
this mechanism have been termed concretionary inclusions (Phillips, 1880), basic 
segregations (Knopf and Thelen, 1905), basic concretions (Grubenmann, 1896), or
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cognate xenoliths (Harker, 1909 p.347) and should possess gradational margins. In a 
similar process, early formed minerals concentrate by gravity settling at the bottom or 
walls o f a magma chamber and are later disrupted and scattered throughout the host 
granites (s.I.) by convection (Palm, 1957); these cumulate cognate inclusions should 
possess sharp contacts and a coarse-grained cumulate texture. The fine grain size of 
Ringing Rock’s mafic inclusions is incompatible with an origin as concretionary 
inclusions or cumulate cognate inclusions. They also do not possess the gradational 
contacts expected from concretionary inclusions or the cumulate texture characteristic o f 
cumulate cognate inclusions. Fine-grained mafic inclusions have also been considered as 
representing the disrupted fine-grained borders of the pluton (Bateman et al., 1963). This 
situation may apply to normally zoned plutons, such as the Ringing Rocks pluton, where 
a more mafic border phase exists. However, the lack o f any finer-grained margin in the 
Ringing Rocks pluton rules out this possibility.
Origin as chilled blobs o f coeval mafic magma
Fine-grained mafic inclusions in the Ringing Rocks pluton most likely represent 
chilled blobs o f coeval mafic magma. Chilled blobs o f coeval magma are termed ‘mafic 
microgranular enclaves’ (Didier and Barbarin, 1991a). Mafic microgranular enclaves are
characterized by mostly sharp contacts, ellipsoidal shape, crenulate margins, and may 
possess fine-grained igneous textures, and occasional finer-grained margins indicating
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chilling o f the enclave magma against a more felsic, lower temperature host magma. 
Mafic inclusions in the Ringing Rocks pluton are typically finer-grained than the 
enclosing granite, slightly crenulate margins, ellipsoidal shape, and porphyritic igneous 
texture. There is also a negative correlation with distance from mafic inclusions and the 
abundance o f salite relicts in the granite. This suggests that the salite relicts originally 
crystallized in the mafic inclusions and then became incorporated into the granite as 
xenocrysts. Transfer o f phenocrysts would be facilitated if the inclusion were partially 
molten upon incorporation into the granite magma. Mafic inclusions contained 
phenocrysts o f salite at the time o f initial interaction, then crystallized relatively fast 
forming an aphanitic groundmass. The ellipsoidal shape and slightly crenulate margins 
also suggest that the mafic inclusions represent chilled blobs o f coeval magma.
The presence o f chilled blobs o f coeval mafic magma in the granite core is 
interpreted to indicate that interaction between mafic and felsic magma may have been 
important in the petrogenesis o f the Ringing Rocks pluton.
Source of magma for mafic inclusions
Introduction
As discussed above, the sharp contacts, slightly crenulate margins, and fine­
grained igneous texture of these inclusions precludes an origin as xenoliths, cognate 
inclusions, or restite, and implies an origin as blobs of mingled mafic magma. Through
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comparisons o f whole-rock major and trace element data and major element microprobe 
mineral analyses from mafic inclusions with similar data available from the plagioclase 
shonkinite rim, it may be demonstrated that the mafic inclusions represent chilled blobs 
o f the plagioclase shonkinite magma incorporated into the granite core during magma 
mixing.
Chemical evidence 
Major element
When comparing chemical data from the mafic inclusions with chemical data 
from the plagioclase shonkinite rim it must be kept in mind that re-equilibration o f the 
mafic inclusions with the host granite can potentially alter the original chemistry and 
mineralogy o f the mafic inclusions. Petrography indicates that the mafic inclusions have 
undergone significant re-equilibration with the host granite. The presence o f numerous 
amphibole pseudomorphs after pyroxene with rare salite cores indicate that the mafic 
inclusions originally crystallized appreciable salite that subsequently altered to amphibole 
during equilibration with the host granite. Similar textural relationships have been 
reported by other workers who have interpreted fine-grained mafic inclusions in granitic 
rocks to represent chilled blobs o f coeval mafic magma (Didier and Barbarin, 1991b).
Experiments in which mafic magma is allowed to equilibrate with a coexisting 
felsic magma provide insights as to the relative diffusion rates o f major elements during 
such a process. The direction o f the diffusion gradients for major and trace elements are 
a function o f the activities o f each element in the mafic and felsic magma and generally
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follow compositional gradients. SiO], A I 2 O 3 ,  MgO, FeO*, and CaO diffuse relatively 
slowly, while alkalis (Na2 0  and K 2 O )  diffuse relatively fast (Van Der Laan and Wyllie, 
1993). The higher diffusion rates for alkali elements determined by Van Der Laan and 
W yllie (1993) were due in part to the large concentration gradients between the 
experimental mafic and felsic liquids. If  the mafic inclusions represent blobs of 
plagioclase shonkinite magma, diffusion rates for alkalis might be expected to be slower 
than determined by Van Der Laan and Wyllie (1993) due to the smaller concentration 
gradients. It is also characteristic for partially equilibrated mafic inclusions to show more 
variable chemical compositions relative to the starting composition (Sabatier, 1991).
This may result from variations in the size o f inclusions which govern the extent to which 
total equilibration may occur. Since samples were taken from mafic inclusions of similar 
size, the variation in chemistry may reflect variations in the time each inclusion spent in 
the host magma before temperature dropped below some critical value, effectively halting 
the equilibration. Or the variation in mafic inclusion chemical composition could be a 
reflection o f whether the sample was taken from the core or rim of an inclusion. The 
later possibility could not be assessed as samples were drilled from two dimensional 
outcrops.
Major element Marker plots show that the mafic inclusions are very similar to the 
plagioclase shonkinite in Si0 2 , A I 2 O 3 ,  MgO, FeO*, CaO, and P2O5 wt. % (figure 31a-i), 
consistent with the hypothesis that they are chilled blobs o f plagioclase shonkinite 
magma. Slight enrichments or depletions relative to the plagioclase shonkinite rim may 
be attributed to equilibration with the host granite magma. Mafic inclusions are distinctly
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different from the plagioclase shonkinite rim in K2O and Na2 0  (figure 31 g and h), as 
would be expected considering that alkalis diffuse faster than Si0 2 , AI2O 3, and divalent 
cations.
Two major element oxides that display anomalous behavior are Ti0 2  and MnO, 
assuming that mafic inclusions represent chilled blobs of plagioclase shonkinite magma. 
Ti0 2  is generally considered immobile; however, some workers have shown 
experimentally that Xi0 2  may be mobile in the presence o f a vapor phase rich in fluoride 
(Purtov and Kotel-Nikova, 1993). While the presence of miarolitic cavities and the 
abundance hydrous minerals, such as amphibole and biotite, in the Ringing Rocks pluton 
suggests that the magmas contained some water, the lack o f fluid inclusion data does not 
allow comment on whether these fluids contained fluoride. Similarities in charge (+2) 
and ionic radii between Fe and Mn suggest that they should have similar geochemical 
behavior (Goldschmidt, 1937); therefore, a significant enrichment o f Mn in the mafic 
inclusions relative to the plagioclase shonkinite is anomalous given the inference that the 
mafic inclusions were derived from the plagioclase shonkinite rim.
With the exception o f Xi0 2  and MnO, the whole-rock major element data from 
mafic inclusions is consistent with the hypothesis that they are partially equilibrated blobs 
o f the plagioclase shonkinite rim incorporated into the granite core.
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Figure 48. Chondrite-normalized spidergram comparing plagioclase shonkinite and 
mafic inclusion samples.
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Trace element evidence
Comparison o f the mafic inclusion samples with the plagioclase shonkinite rim 
samples on a chondrite-normalized spidergram reveals similar patterns consistent with 
the hypothesis that they originated from the same magma (figure 48). Trace element 
Marker plots, trace element versus Rb plots, and various trace element ratio versus Rb 
plots were constructed for comparison o f mafic inclusions with the plagioclase shonkinite 
rim (figures 32-34).
Trace element variation diagrams show that mafic inclusions are nearly identical 
to plagioclase shonkinite samples with respect to Ni, Cr, Sc, and V, all considered to be 
classic immobile trace elements. The similarities between the mafic inclusions and the 
plagioclase shonkinite rim with respect to Ni, Cr, Sc, and V is consistent with the 
hypothesis that mafic inclusions represent chilled blobs of the plagioclase shonkinite 
magma.
The mafic inclusions are similar to the granite host with respect to mobile 
incompatible elements Rb, Sr, and Ba, indicating that the mafic inclusions reached 
equilibrium with the host granite with respect to these components. Plots o f Ba versus 
Rb, Sr versus Rb, and Y versus Rb show that mafic inclusions are similar to the granite 
core (figure 33a-i). Trace element ratio plots o f Rb/Y, Rb/Ba, and Rb/La versus Rb also 
indicate that significant trace element equilibration between mafic inclusions and host 
granite has occurred (figure 34a-g).
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Pétrographie evidence
The mafic inclusions are also similar in mineral composition to the plagioclase 
shonkinite rim. Both rock types contain similar percentages o f mafic minerals (~ 40%). 
The presence o f abundant amphibole pseudomorphs after pyroxene in the mafic 
inclusions supports the interpretation that the original mineral composition o f  the mafic 
inclusions has been altered during equilibration with the host granite (figure 29). Large 
fine-grained mats o f greenish amphibole in the mafic inclusions are texturally distinct 
from the amphibole pseudomorphs after pyroxene and may represent altered olivine 
grains (figure 30) which are also present in the plagioclase shonkinite rim.
Major element microprobe analyses of remnants o f salite in the mafic inclusions reveal 
similar compositions to salite found in the plagioclase shonkinite rim (figure 47; Table 2), 
further supporting the hypothesis that the mafic inclusions represent chilled blobs of 
plagioclase shonkinite magma.
Source of magma for the Ringing Rocks pluton
Introduction
Field, pétrographie, and geochemical data support a model involving the mixing 
o f plagioclase shonkinite and granite magma to produce the compositional variation 
within the Ringing Rocks pluton. Chemical modeling has also shown that fractionation 
o f any reasonable phenocryst assemblage from the plagioclase shonkinite magma or 
similar alkaline mafic magma cannot produce a granite magma; therefore, the plagioclase 
shonkinite rim and granite core must have been two magmas from different sources. 
Chemical data can aid in determining the source o f the plagioclase shonkinite and granite 
magmas.
Source of plagioclase shonkinite rim
It is generally agreed that mafic magmas are derived dominantly by partial 
melting o f mantle peridotite. However, rocks of intermediate composition have been 
variably interpreted to contain both crustal and mantle affinities (c f Thorpe, 1982). The 
plagioclase shonkinite rim is interpreted a as primary mantle partial melt contaminated 
through mixing with a crustal melt before it intruded the granite core magma.
Chemical evidence supports the hypothesis that the plagioclase shonkinite was a 
relatively unffactionated mantle melt. Plagioclase shonkinite samples have a well 
defined mean Ni concentration of 211 ppm and Cr concentration of 568 ppm. These 
values are in the range of concentrations for primary, un fractionated mantle partial melts.
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Ni concentrations for primary unfractionated mantle melts are cited in the range o f 250- 
300 ppm (Green, 1980); therefore, plagioclase shonkinite samples with Ni concentrations 
around 200 ppm may have experienced a very small degree of olivine fractionation 
before intrusion. Cr values from the plagioclase shonkinite (-550 ppm) are in the range 
o f  primary mantle melts (500-600 ppm), suggesting that fractionation of salite did not 
occur before intrusion (Green, 1980).
The plagioclase shonkinite is also interpreted to have formed by partially melting 
o f a K-rich mantle similar to that underlying the Central Montana alkalic province. 
Phlogopite-bearing peridotite xenoliths from rocks of the Central Montana alkalic 
province support the hypothesis that a K-rich mantle underlies parts o f Montana (Heam 
et al., 1991). High initial Sr ratios (0.7069) from the plagioclase shonkinite rim (Doe et 
al.y 1968) support this interpretation, falling within the range of initial Sr ratios from 
mafic rocks o f the Central Montana alkalic province (Irving and O ’Brien, 1991). Due to 
the high Sr concentration o f the plagioclase shonkinite rim (-700 ppm), the initial Sr ratio 
would be buffered against contamination by crustal sources with generally low Sr 
concentrations.
Ni and Cr concentrations show that the plagioclase shonkinite rim has not 
undergone significant crystal fractionation; therefore, many of the more evolved 
characteristics o f its chemical composition must reflect some type o f crustal 
contamination. This is most apparent in the high silica content ( - 5 6  wt.%) o f the 
plagioclase shonkinite samples. Disequilibrium textures in the plagioclase shonkinite 
testify to possible contamination of the original magma. Olivine, now altered to
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serpentine, talc, iddingsite, and opaque minerais, probably magnetite, commonly shows 
discontinuous rims o f hypersthene with are then rimmed by fibrous biotite (figure 20). 
This is interpreted to indicate the following reaction:
olivine + melt (silica, potash, alumina, water) = hypersthene + biotite 
While the hypersthene rims could have formed via a peritectic reaction in a closed 
system, the presence o f fibrous biotite rims indicate reaction with a more evolved, 
hydrous melt in a system at least partially open to external constituents. Similar textures 
in shonkinite from the Central Montana alkalic province have been interpreted to indicate 
magma mixing (Tureck-Schwartz and Hyndman, 1991)
The sharp contact between the plagioclase shonkinite and transitional zone and 
the homogeneous nature o f the plagioclase shonkinite rim are interpreted to indicate that 
most o f the plagioclase shonkinite rim did not interact with the granite magma during 
magma mixing and mingling. As discussed below, mixing with the granite core occurred 
at an interfacial foam layer while the majority o f the plagioclase shonkinite was 
uncontaminated by this event. Therefore, contamination o f the plagioclase shonkinite 
magma is proposed to have occurred before intruding the granitic magma chamber.
Granite core
Since the granite core has been contaminated by thorough mixing with the 
plagioclase shonkinite magma, it is difficult to determine its source. However, a few 
general inferences can be made based on whole-rock major element chemistry. First, the 
highly silica content (~63-65 wt.%) can be interpreted to indicate that the granite core
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magma represents a partial melt of crustal rocks. Indeed, it is conventional wisdom that 
granitic magmas are o f dominantly crustal origin (c.f. Hyndman, 1985 ch. 7). If we 
assume that the granite core is from a similar source as the magmas that produced the 
main phases o f the Boulder batholith, we can conclude that the granite core of the 
Ringing Rocks pluton represents a dominantly crustal melt. Doe et ai. (1968) interpreted 
the Boulder batholith to be partial melts o f lower crustal dioritic or gabbroic rocks on the 
basis o f Sr and Pb isotopes.
Physical model for mixing and mingling between plagioclase 
shonkinite and granite magmas
Field, pétrographie, and geochemical data are best explained through a model 
involving mixing and mingling between the plagioclase shonkinite rim and the granite 
core magmas. Field relationships, experimental studies, and theoretical considerations 
may be combined to create a model explaining the physical process(es) by which magma 
mixing and mingling occurred in the Ringing Rocks pluton. The basic principles o f this 
model were developed by Sparks and Sigurdsson (1977), Eichelberger (1980), and 
Huppert et al. (1982), and supported by the experimental work of Thomas et al. (1993).
Magma mixing and mingling was initiated by intrusion of the plagioclase 
shonkinite magma into the base o f the shallowly emplaced granitic magma chamber.
Field relationships indicate that the plagioclase shonkinite rim intruded the granite core 
from below and partially enveloped it (see field relationships). The first consequence of 
this intrusion is for the plagioclase shonkinite magma to transfer heat into the granite 
magma. This heat transfer is driven in part by the temperature gradient between the 
granitic magma ( about 800°C) and the plagioclase shonkinite magma (about 1000°C, 
corresponding to andesitic magma). Heat transfer is also caused by the latent heat o f 
partial crystallization of the plagioclase shonkinite magma.
Heat transfer from the plagioclase shonkinite magma to the granitic magma then 
causes turbulent convection in the granite magma. Convection occurs in a fluid when the 
Rayleigh number (Rn) exceeds 660 (Fowler, 1990):
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R n=a {(AT)d^gp} /Kv
W here a  is the coefficient of thermal expansion (~5 * 10'^ deg'*), v is the viscosity (~10*'^ 
Poise for a dacitic magma), d is the length scale o f the magma chamber (=875 m, the 
diameter o f the pluton), g is gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s^), p is density o f the 
magma (-2500 kg/m^), K is thermal diffusivity (-8  * 10'^ m^ sec ' ; Shaw (1965)) AT is 
the temperature difference between the plagioclase shonkinite and granite magmas 
(-200°C). Substituting these values into the above equation yields a Rayleigh number = 
- 2  * lO''; orders o f magnitude greater than the critical value o f 660. Rayleigh numbers 
greater than lO'' produce vigorous turbulent convection (Sparks and Sigurdsson, 1977).
A Rayleigh number estimate for the event o f the plagioclase shonkinite magma intruding 
the base of the granitic core magma chamber shows that vigorous, turbulent convection 
would ensue. The importance o f this is discussed below.
Heat transfer from the plagioclase shonkinite magma to the granitic magma also 
results in partial crystallization of the plagioclase shonkinite magma. If the plagioclase 
shonkinite magma contained a small amount of dissolved water, then partial 
crystallization would eventually lead to supersaturation of the remaining liquid with 
respect to water; at this shallow depth it cause the formation o f gas bubbles (figure 49). 
Anderson (1979) summarizes evidence that mafic-intermediate magmas of the calc- 
alkaline association contain from 1 to 4 wt.% water. The plagioclase shonkinite rim 
crystallized about 12% amphibole and about 7% biotite, constraining the magma’s water 
content to have been in the range o f about 2.5 wt.% water (Anderson, 1979).
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Figure 49. Schematic diagram showing the process by which mafic inclusions formed in 
the Ringing Rocks pluton. From Thomas et al. (1993).
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As gas bubbles begin to exsolve in the crystallizing plagioclase shonkinite 
magma, they rise and collect at the interface between the plagioclase shonkinite and 
granite magmas forming a bubble-rich zone o f mafic magma (figure 49). The high 
viscosity o f the granitic magma acts as a barrier to the rising gas bubbles. As the weight 
fraction o f gas bubbles at this interface increases, the bulk density o f the interfacial 
bubble-rich plagioclase shonkinite magma becomes less dense than the overlying granitic 
magma. That a gas bubble-rich mafic magma may have a lower bulk density than a more 
evolved felsic magma has been demonstrated by Eichelberger (1980) and Huppert et al. 
(1982).
Lowering the bulk density of the plagioclase shonkinite magma at the interface 
with the granite magma causes a density inversion and blobs o f gas bubble-rich 
plagioclase shonkinite magma then begin to rise into the overlying granite magma as 
plumes (figure 49). As discussed above, the granitic magma would undergo vigorous and 
turbulent convection as a result o f heat transfer from the plagioclase shonkinite magma. 
Convection then carried the detached blobs or plumes of magma into the center o f the 
granitic magma chamber where they chilled to form fine-grained ellipsoidal mafic 
inclusions. This situation is similar to that observed in the experiments o f Thomas et al. 
(1993). Experiments were conducted with a stratified liquid consisting o f a high 
viscosity upper layer, analogous to the granitic magma, and a low viscosity lower layer, 
analogous to the shonkinitic magma. Gas bubbles were then added to the mixture from 
the bottom of the lower layer. Gas bubbles were observed to rise and collect in the lower 
layer at the interface between the two liquids. Eventually the concentration of gas
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Figure 50. Photo from the experiments o f Thomas et al. (1993) showing 
the formation o f plumes by gas bubble flux. Plumes form when the gas 
bubble density reaches some critical value.
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bubbles at the interface became so high that the bulk density o f the gas bubble-rich lower 
interfacial zone became less dense than the upper layer and plumes of the lower layer 
liquid began to detach and rise into the upper layer liquid (figure 50). A similar process 
is envisaged for the formation of mafic inclusions in the Ringing Rocks pluton.
As crystallization in the plagioclase shonkinite magma proceeds, increasingly more gas 
bubbles collect at the interface between the two magmas, resulting in a progressively 
thicker interfacial foam layer as crystallization progresses. This thick foam layer then 
becomes the site o f magma mixing, facilitated by the vigorous turbulent convection 
within the granitic magma. Continued heat transfer from the plagioclase shonkinite 
magma to the granitic core results in a decrease in the viscosity contrast between the 
plagioclase shonkinite magma and granitic magma as the granitic magma begins to obtain 
a small measure o f superheat and thermally expands. Lowering the viscosity contrast 
between the two magmas enables gas bubbles generated in the crystallizing plagioclase 
shonkinite to rise into the granitic magma. The gas bubbles would carry with them some 
o f the plagioclase shonkinite magma. Convection within the granitic magma aids in 
mixing granitic magma and the plagioclase shonkinite foam layer magma to form the 
transitional zone.
Field evidence supports the role o f volatiles in producing mixed rock types. The 
most mafic transitional rock is interpreted be the location of the plagioclase shonkinite- 
granite-volatile mixing zone. The role o f volatiles in producing the most mafic 
transitional monzonite is supported by the following:
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1 ) poikiiitic orthoclase and biotite in the most mafic transitional rock are 
larger than in any other rock type in the pluton (figure 1 2 ).
2 ) miarolitic cavities are only found in the most mafic transitional rock.
3) the exclusive occurrence of very coarse-grained, irregular felsic 
pods and stringers in the most mafic transitional rock (figures 14 and 
15).
Implications of study for the generation of the Boulder batholith
magmas
Many workers have suggested that mantle-derived mafic magmas are important in 
the generation o f major granite batholiths in that they supply heat necessary for crustal 
anatexis (cf. Hyndman and Foster, 1988; Huppert and Sparks, 1988). Demonstrated 
mixing and mingling relationships between dominantly mantle-derived alkaline mafic 
and crustal-derived subalkaline felsic rocks in the Ringing Rocks pluton are inferred to 
portend that this process operated in the generation of the granite that produced the 
Boulder batholith. Preliminary field, pétrographie, and geochemical evidence from two 
other composite alkaline mafic and subalkaline felsic plutons satellite to the Boulder 
batholith suggest that magma mixing and mingling between alkaline mafic and 
subalkaline felsic magma is a common theme in satellite plutons of the Boulder batholith.
The Kokoruda Ranch complex contains alkalic gabbroic rocks, which grade 
continuously into clinopyroxene-bearing granite. Breuninger (1995) determined on the 
basis o f field, chemical, and petrologic evidence that the mafic rocks could not 
fractionate any reasonable phenocryst assemblage to produce granite. Microprobe 
analyses o f salite from orthoclase biotite gabbro and granite o f the Kokoruda Ranch 
complex (appendix C) also show similar compositions consistent with a magma mixing 
model. Disequilibrium mineral textures such as amphibole pseudomorphs after 
clinopyroxene in granite and biotite and hypersthene rims on olivine in biotite orthoclase
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gabbro also support the hypothesis that the compositional variation within the 
Kokoruda Ranch complex is the result of mixing between an alkaline mafic and 
subalkaline felsic magma.
Similar relationships are also present in the Gold Hill pluton, located in the upper 
Moose Creek drainage in the western Highland Mountains. Chemical data from the Gold 
Hill pluton is given in appendix B.
Magma mingling can also be demonstrated in the main body o f the Butte quartz 
monzonite. Road cuts along Interstate-90 expose rocks of the Butte quartz monzonite, 
which contain ubiquitous fine-grained ellipsoidal mafic inclusions. Some of these 
inclusions possess extremely undulose and bulbous shapes, which can only be explained 
through mingling of mafic magma in granite magma (figure 5).
The ubiquitous occurrence o f magma mingling and/or mixing relationships in 
satellite plutons o f the Boulder batholith as well as in the extensive Butte quartz 
monzonite suggest that magma mixing and mingling are important processes in 
generation of the granitic magmas that produced the Boulder batholith. It is hypothesized 
that these mafic magmas, occurring as satellite plutons and as inclusions in the Butte 
quartz monzonite, are representative of subduction-related partial melts of the mantle 
which rose into the lower crust, driving prograde metamorphism, liberating water which 
in turn caused partial melting of crustal rocks to produce the granites o f the Boulder 
batholith.
APPENDICES
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Appendix A- Map showing the location of samples collected for specific gravity 
determinations, thin section analyses, and whole rock chemical analyses, and tabulated 
specific gravity data with estimates of analytical precision.
Map showing the location o f samples collected for this study:
4-
V.
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T a b u la te d  s p e c i f ic  g ra v ity  data:
Sample # Rock type Specific gravity Thin section Chemical analysis
7 plag. shonk. 2.90 Y Y
8  most maf. trans. 2.80 Y N
9 trans. rock 2.77 N N
1 0  trans. rock 2.75 Y N
1 1  plag. shonk. 2.87 Y N
1 2  trans. rock 2.76 N Y
13 most maf. trans. 2.80 N ,N
14 trans. rock 2.75 N |N
16 granite 2.69 N IN
17 granite 2.70 N N
18 granite 2.71 N ,N
19 granite 2 . 6 8 N N
2 0  granite 2.69 N N
2 1  granite 2 .6 8 N N
23 granite 2.69 N N
27 maf.incl./granite not determined Y N
24 granite 2.68 N N
28 plag. shonk. 2.871Y N
29 plag. shonk. 2 .89Y N
30 plag. shonk. 2.89 Y N
32 granite 2.73 N N
33 granite 2.69 N N
34a most m af trans. 2 .79N N
34 trans. rock 2.77 N1 - N
35 trans. rock 2.75 |N N
37 granite 2 . 6 8  jN 'N
39 granite 2.69 N N
T a b u la te d  s p e c if ic  g ra v ity  data:
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Sample # Rock type Specific gravity Thin section Chemical analysis
40 plag. shonk. 2.88 N N
41 plag. shonk. 2.88 Y Y
42 plag. shonk. 2.88 N N
43 plag. shonk. 2.88 Y Y
45 most maf. trans. 2.80,N Y
46 trans. rock 2.78 :N Y
47a granite 2.73,N N
47 trans, rock I  2.74 N Y
48 trans. rock 2.74 N N
49 granite 2.72 |N N
49a granite 2.70N N
50a most maf. trans. 2.80'N Y
50b granite 2.71 N Y
51 granite 2.68 N N
52, granite 2.69iN N
53 granite 2.70 N N
55 granite 2.70 N N
56 granite 2.68 N N
59 granite 2.71 N N
6 6  trans. rock 2.75 N N
67 granite 2.71 ,N N
6 8  granite 2.69 N N
69 trans. rock 2.77 N N
71 most maf. trans. 2.80|N N
75 trans. rock 2.74 iN N
77 granite 3.73 N tN
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T a b u la te d  s p e c if ic  g ra v ity  data:
Sample # Rock type Specific gravity Thin section Chemical analysis
78 plag. shonk. 2.88 Y N
79 plag. shonk. 2.89 Y Y
80 trans. rock 2.77 N Y
80a most maf. trans. 2.80 N N
81 trans. rock 2.76 Y Y
82 granite 2.72 Y N
83 granite 2.73 N N
84 granite , 2.72 N N
85 trans. rock 2.75 ;n N
8 6  trans. rock 2.78?N Y
87 most maf. trans. 2.80 N N
8 8  plag. shonk. 2,87 Y N
89 plag. shonk. 2.88 N N
90 plag. shonk. 2.88 Y Y
91 granite 2.71 N Y
92 granite 2.71 N Y
93 granite 2.68 N N
94 granite 2.71 Y Y
95 most maf. trans. 2.80 Y Y
RRDl maf.incl./granite, not determined N Y
RRD2 maf.incl./granite not determined N Y
RRD3 maf.incl./granite not determined Y Y
RRD4 maf.incl./granite not determined N Y
TJIRR maf.incl./granite not determined Y N
V-1 aplite dike not determined Y 1̂
MI-3 maf.incl./granite!not determined N |Y
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Estimate o f analytical precision o f specific gravity determinations based on replicate 
analyses:
Sample # Rock type 1 st run 2 nd run difference
5 plag. shonk. 2.8718 2.8735 0.0017
50a most maf. trans. 2.7978 2.7991 0.0013
Based on these replicate analyses, data is inferred to be precise to 0.01. 
Analytical procedure is described in the text.
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Appendix B - Results o f whole rock X-ray fluorescence analyses and summary o f sample 
preparation and analytical procedure.
Results o f whole rock XRF analyses o f samples from the Ringing Rocks pluton:
Sample # RR7 RR41 RR43 RR79
Rock type Plag. shonk. Plag. shonk. Plag. shonk. Plag. shonk.
Major elements (weight percent)*:
Si0 2 56.35 56.72 55.60 55.84
AI2O3 13.18[ 1 13.23 12.87 13.03
Ti0 2 0.655! 0.643 0.649 0.638
FeO* 7.07 : 6.79 7.38 6.92
MnO 0.128 0.128 0.134 0.134
CaO 6.06 6.15 6.18 6.30
MgO 8 . 8 8 8.95 9.50 9.47
K 2O 3.83 3.81 3.61 3.59
NazO 2.75 2.73 2.64 2.61
P2O 5 0.405 0.405 0.408 0.397
Total 99.31 99.56 98.97 98.93
Trace elements (ppm):
Ni 203 197 223 223
Cr 530 545 614 591
Sc 17 19 19 2 0
V 156 158 156 141
Ba 797 808 763 734
Rb 1 1 1 107 104 1 0 1
Sr 624 623 631 ! 618
Zr 168 208 170 158
Y 17 19 19 18
Nb 1 1 . 0 1 0 . 8 9.8 1 0 . 0
Ga 19 15 14 15
Cu 81 79 76 6 6
Zn 67 63 69 6 8
Pb 16 1 2 15 14
La 30 2 1 2 2 24
Ce 36 52 37 42
Th 9 1 2 9 7
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R e s u lts  o f  w h o le  ro ck  X R F  a n a ly se s  o f  sa m p le s  fro m  th e  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu ton :
Sample # RR90 RR45 RR95 RR50A
Rock type Plag. shonk. Most mafic Most mafic Most mafic
trans. rock trans. rock trans. rock
Major elements (weight percent)*:
Si0 2 55.72 57.77 58.94 58.90
AI2O3 13.07 13.52 13.70 13.61
Ti0 2 0.661 0.621 0.620 0.633
FeO* 6.91 6.17 5.96 6.09
MnO 0.131 0.117 0 . 1 1 2 0.113
CaO 6.32 5.32 5.13 5.19
MgO 9.15 7.34 6.93 7.04
K2O 3.66 4.04 4.10 4.10
Na2 0 2 . 6 6 3.05 2.87 2.85
P2 O5 0.411 0.391 0.394 0.398
Total 98.69 98.34 98.75 98.92
Trace elements (ppm):
Ni 2 1 1 172 155 153
Cr 565 447 391 404
Sc 19 17 16 17
V 146 136 137 131
Ba 760 839 8 6 6 862
Rb 103 1 2 0 127 125
Sr 628 579 553 548
Zr 152 185 193 197
Y 18 2 0 19 2 1
Nb 10.5 13.0 1 2 . 8 13.7
Ga 17 17 16 18
Cu 67 48 74 75
Zn 65 62 64 62
Pb 1 2 17 15 16
La 36 23 40 32
Ce 41 63 48 52
Th 6 11 1 1 1 0
168
R e su lts  o f  w h o le  ro c k  X R F  a n a ly s e s  o f  sa m p le s  fro m  th e  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n :
Sample # RR46 RR47 ; r r i 2 RR80 RR81
Rock type Trans, rock Trans, rock Trans, rock Trans, rock Trans, rock
•
Major elements (weight percent)*:
Si0 2 59.49 60.91 60.12 59.64 60.79
AI2O 3 14.17 13.97 13.98 14.21 14.04
T 1O2 0.597 0.561 0.605, 0.591 0.573
FeO* ! 5.49 5.32 1 5.65 , 5.65 : 5.26
MnO 1 0.104| 0 .1 0 1 1 0.104| 0.1041 0.097
CaO 5.01 ; 4.41 1 4.86 5.23 4.61
MgO 6.31 5.62 : 5.83 5.93 5.59
K2O 4.12 4.54 4.22 4.14 4.47
Na2 0 2.91 2.98 3.01 2.95 2.92
P2O 5 0.401 0.332 0.385 0.380 0.345
Total 98.61 98.75 98.76 98.83 98.70
Trace elements (ppm):
Ni 138 129 1 2 2 132 125
Cr 364 321 320 337 302
Sc 14 9 15 16 15
V 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 123 1 1 0
Ba 903 909 935 909 978
Rb 127 152 139 133 151
Sr 614 499 551 606 526
Zr 184 2 1 2 194 185 190
Y 2 1  ! 2 2  , 2 2  , 2 0  , 2 2
Nb 1 2 . 8 15.3 15.7 15.1 15.1
Ga 16 19 2 0 15 17
Cu 48 48 43 44 40
Zn 61 55 60 59 57
Pb 16 2 2 16 17 2 0
La 18 39 32 30 40
Ce 57 74 8 6 63 72
Th 8 1 2 1 2 1 2 13
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R e s u lt s  o f  w h o le  ro ck  X R F  a n a ly se s  o f  sa m p le s  fro m  th e  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu ton :
Sample # RR8 6  RR50B RR91 RR92 RR94
Rock type Trans, rock Granite Granite Granite Granite
core core core core
Major elements (weight percent)* :
Si0 2 60.01 64.63 62.24 64.65 64.16
AI2 O3 13.97 14.05 13.92 14.06 14.03
TiOz 0.574 0.464 0.532 0.467 0.473
FeO* 5.53 4.10 ' 5.01 4.11 4.35
MnO 0 . 1 0 2 0.0781 0.094 0.081 0.084
CaO 4.84 3.35 3.95 3.16 3.59
MgO 5.84 3.55 5.01 3.77 3.90
K 2O 4.19 5.05 4.65 4.98 4.93
N a2 0 2.93 3.02 2.96 2.96 2.96
P2 O 5 0.367 0.248 0.314 0.260 0.261
Total 98.35 98.54 98.68 98.50 98.74
Trace elements (ppm):
Ni 126 78 108 82 85
Cr 326 2 0 1 279 199 242
Sc 17 9 13 1 1 18
V 115 92 8 8 89 77
Ba 928 914 892 8 6 8 887
Rb 138 176 155 178 177
Sr 573 409 463 407 404
Zr 199 219 203 218 2 1 2
Y 2 2 25 i 2 2 23 2 2
Nb 14.1 18.4 15.6 18.7 17.6
Ga 15 16 16 16 2 0
Cu 52 16 39 27 42
Zn 59 48 54 52 54
Pb 18 27 18 2 0 26
La 18 61 32 50 53
Ce 73 76 67 90 94
Th 1 0 16 15 17 18
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R e s u lt s  o f  w h o le  ro ck  X R F  a n a ly se s  o f  sa m p le s  fro m  th e R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu ton :
Sample # RRDl IRRD2 RRD3 RRD4
Rock type Mafic Mafic Mafic Mafic
inclusion inclusion inclusion inclusion
Major elements (weight percent)*:
SiOz 57.08 55.03 56.66 55.91
AI2O 3 12.56 1 2 . 8 6 11.26 13.16
TiOz 0.564, 0.540 0.576 0.611
FeO* 6.78 1 7.57 7.47 6.79
MnO 0.171! 0.172 0.190 0.163
CaO 6.14 6.54 6.50 6.55
MgO 8.84 9.38 9.95 8.30
K2 O 3.65 3.58 3.79 4.36
Na2 0 2.48 2.60 1.95 2 . 6 6
P2O 5 0.399 0.385 0.299 0.379
Total 98.67 98.65 98.64 98.88
Trace elements (ppm):
Ni 197 206 223 173
Cr 519 562 671 532
Sc 19 17 18 15
V 140 144 145 138
Ba 810 870 805 1 0 1 0
Rb 164 165 150 167
Sr 459 498 435 467
Zr 1 2 2 62 128 143
Y 25 ; 24 23 2 2
Nb 15.8 1 2 . 1 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 2
Ga 18 16 15 17
Cu 31 51 48 t400
Zn 89 93 108 81
Pb 1 2 2 2 23 17
La 24 26 2 2 37
Ce 59 46 49 55
Th 3 1 7 6
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R e s u lts  o f  w h o le  ro ck  X R F  a n a ly se s  o f  sa m p le s  fro m  th e  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n :
Sample # RR46-Duplicate RR46 difference in duplicate
Rock type Trans, rock Trans, rock zmalyses
Major elements (weight percent)*:
S i O z 59.49 59.08 0.41
A I 2 O 3 14.17 14.09 0.08
Ti0 2 0.597 0.5981 0 . 0 0
FeO* 1 5.49 5.58 1 0.09
MnO ; 0.104 0.105, 0 . 0 0
CaO 5.01 5.02 0 . 0 1
MgO 6.31 6.27 ! 0.04
K2O 4.12 4.10 0 . 0 2
Na2 0 2.91 2.81 0 . 1 0
P 2 O 5 0.401 0.399 0 . 0 0
Total 98.61 98.06 0.55
Trace elements (ppm):
Ni 136 138 2 . 0 0
Cr 357 364 7.00
Sc 13 14 1 . 0 0
V 124 1 2 0 4.00
Ba 918 903 15.00
Rb 127 127 0 . 0 0
Sr 615 614 1 . 0 0
Zr 186 184 2 . 0 0
Y 2 1 2 1 0 . 0 0
Nb 13.4 1 2 . 8 0.54
Ga 16 16 0 . 0 0
Cu 51 48 3.00
Zn 60 61 1 . 0 0
Pb 19 16 3.00
La 39 18 2 1 . 0 0
Ce 63 57 6 . 0 0
Th 1 2 8 4.00
R e s u lt s  o f  X R F  a n a ly s e s  o f  sa m p le s  fro m  th e  G o ld  H ill  p lu to n :
172
Sample # 97GH 99GH 103GH 104GH 107GH
Rock type orthoclase orthoclase orthoclase orthoclase granodiorite
gabbro gabbro gabbro gabbro
Major elements (weight percent)*:
S i02 52.26 51.53 51.30 51.44 60.41
A1203 17.39 16.56 15.00 15.73 20.67
T i02 0.898 0.887 0.875 0.923 0.508
FeO* 8.46 9.68 9.93 9.38 3.46
MnO 0.1541 0.170 0.207 0.182 0.073
CaO 8.84 8.33 9.75 9.41 5.49
MgO 5.09 5.89 7.10 6.67 0 . 8 6
K 20 2.23 2.18 1.87 2 . 0 2 3.63
N a20 3.05 3.18 2.69 2.87 4.35
P205 0.526 0.532 0.452 0.470 0.242
Total 98.89 98.94 99.18 99.09 99.69
Trace Elements (ppm):
Ni 2 0 29 31 31 3
Cr 96 1 1 0 139 141 3
Sc 24 2 1 33 31 13
V 239 244 254 254 39
Ba 701 632 468 611 1045
Rb 50 46 42 45 85
Sr tl0 4 0 t986 t885 t906 tl0 5 7
Zr 126 117 116 117 144
Y 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2
Nb 7.1 6 . 1 6.7 5.5 10.7
Ga 2 1 2 0 19 18 2 2
Cu 72 92 85 71 2 2
Zn 84 94 109 94 45
Pb 4 7 7 9 1 0
La 33 31 25 15 17
Ce 45 42 33 49 53
Th 2 3 4 4 4
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R e s u lts  o f  X R F  a n a ly s e s  o f  sa m p le s  fro m  th e  G o ld  H ill  p lu to n :
Sample # 109GH llOGH H IG H
Rock type granodiorite granodiorite granodiorite
Major elements (weight percent)*:
S i02 60.34 63.89 59.29
A1203 20.43 18.24 19.15
T i02 0.542 0.433 0.679
FeO* 3.33 3.44 4.66
MnO 0.074 0.074 0 . 1 2 0
CaO 5.39 4.09 5.69
MgO 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 0 1.54
K2 0 3.74 4.16 3.74
N a20 4.23 4.10 3.93
P205 0.243 0.187 0.314
Total 99.33 99.62 99.11
Trace Elements (ppm):
Ni 7 6 3
Cr 3 8 1 2
Sc 6 13 18
V 37 41 71
Ba 1090 1081 1089
Rb 84 1 1 2 95
Sr tl0 4 0 762 t936
Zr t941 1961 223
Y 36 26 28
Nb 1 0 . 2 1 2 . 8 13.3
Ga 2 2 2 2 2 1
Cu 18 50 58
Zn 54 44 62
Pb 1 0 1 0 1 2
La 24 40 33
Ce 96 63 65
Th 6 8 6
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R e s u lt s  o f  X R F  a n a ly s e s  o f  sa m p le s  fro m  th e  G o ld  H ill  p lu to n :
Sample # 97GH 97GH Diff. between
Rock type dupl. duplicate
analyses
Major elements (weight percent)*:
Si02 52.26 52.26 0 . 0 0
A1203 17.39 17.38 0 . 0 1
T i02 0.898 0.892 0 . 0 1
FeO* 8.46 8.82 0.36
MnO 0.154 0.152 0 . 0 0
CaO 8.84 8.81 0.03
MgO 5.09 5.10 0 . 0 1
K2 0 2.23 2.23 0 . 0 0
N a20 3.05 3.10 0.05
P205 0.526 0.526 0 . 0 0
Total 98.89 99.27 0.38
Trace Elements (ppm):
Ni 2 0 2 1 1
Cr 96 94 2
Sc 24 24 0
V 239 239 0
Ba 701 713 1 2
Rb 50 50 0
Sr tl0 4 0 tl0 4 4 4
Zr 126 128 2
Y 2 1 2 2 I
Nb 7.1 6.7 0.383
Ga 2 1 2 2 1
Cu 72 T T 3
Zn 84 84 0
Pb 4 1 0 6
La 33 31 2
Ce 45 49 4
Th 2 4 2
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Sample preparation procedure, analytical procedure, and precision and accuracy o f 
analyses:
Samples were analysed for 27 major and trace elements using a low (2 :1 ) lithium 
tetraborate fused bead technique by X-ray fluorescence analysis at Washington State 
University by Diane Johnson. The following is a summary o f the sample preparation 
procedure, analytical procedure, and precision and accuracy o f the method.
A standard volume o f hand picked chips of the sample (about 28 grams) is ground 
in a swing mill with tungsten carbide surfaces for two minutes. Hand picking o f chips 
after the use o f steel hammers, hydraulic presses, and steel jaw  crushers should prevent 
significant iron, chromium, and nickel contamination, which mainly affects the finer dust. 
Tungsten carbide mills cause contamination with tungsten and cobalt; however, these 
elements are not analyzed. Niobium contamination has been reported from the use o f 
tungsten carbide mills. Tests using pure vein quartz show that this contamination is 
typically o f the same order o f magnitude ( - 2 %) as the precision o f the method (one 
standard deviation <1.0 ppm). Care is taken to grind the powders fine and evenly, as 
coarse powders result in separation of mineral phases during single and double fusion and 
can cause high totals.
Three and a half grams of the sample powder is weighed into a plastic jar with 
seven grams of spec pure dilithium tetraborate (Li2B4 0 ?) and mixed for ten minutes in an 
enclosed plastic ball. This mixed powder is emptied into graphite crucibles with internal 
dimensions o f 34.9 mm diameter and 31.8 mm depth. Twenty-four filled graphite 
crucibles are put on a silica tray and loaded into a muffle furnace. Fusion o f the sample 
powder into beads takes five minutes after the furnace reaches its normal operating 
temperature o f lOOO^C. The graphite crucibles and silica tray are then removed from the 
furnace and allowed to cool. Each bead is then reground for thirty-five seconds. The 
resulting powder is placed back into the graphite crucibles and refused for five minutes.
After the second fusion, the cooled beads are labeled with an engraver. The lower 
flat surface o f the beads are then ground on 600 grit silicon carbide grit, finished on a 
glass plate using 600 grit and alcohol in order to remove any metal from the grinding 
wheel, washed in an ultrasonic cleaner, rinsed in alcohol, and wiped dry. Samples are 
then ready to be loaded into the X-ray fluorescence spectrometer.
By comparing the X-ray intensity o f each element with the intensity for two 
beads of each o f nine USGS standard samples and two beads of pure vein quartz used as 
blanks for all elements except silicon, the concentrations o f 27 major and trace element in 
the unknown samples are measured. Once every three weeks or after the analysis o f 
approximately 300 unknowns, the twenty standard beads are run in order to recalibrate 
the XRF spectrometer. Line interference and absorption effects due to all the other 
elements are corrected for automatically. A constant voltage rhodium target is used for 
all elements.
Two standard beads are used as a continuing check on instrumental performance. 
They are run after every 28 unknown samples. Also, a second bead made from one 
unknown per run is chosen and analyzed as a duplicate analysis. This duplicate serves as 
a measure o f the precision of the analyses.
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A definitive measure o f the accuracy of geologic samples is not possible. 
Accuracy is estimated by comparing results of XRF analyses at Washington Sate 
University o f reference samples to values o f the reference samples obtained by different 
techniques in different laboratories. From these comparisions, the degree o f inaccuracy 
for nearly all elements analyzed for may be regarded as insignificant, with the exception 
of Na, for most purposes of geologic correlations or petrogenetic modeling.
For the trace elements the precision, and accuracy (assuming that trace elements 
are as homogeneously distributed through a sample as major elements), o f  Ni, Cr, Sc, V, 
and Ba is significantly lower than for Rb, Sr, Zr, Nb, Y, Ga, Cu, and Zn. Ni, Cr, Sc, V, 
and Ba values may be considered only semiquantitative below 30 ppm. Satisfactory 
precision and accuracy down to 1 to 3 ppm is obtained for Rb, Sr, Zr, Nb, Y, Pb, and Th. 
La and Ce concentrations are only qualitative.
Oxidation state o f iron and the volatile content o f the sample is ignored and total 
iron is reported as FeO*. Results are normalized to 100% prior to use in petrogenetic 
modelling.
Source: Johnson, D.M., Hooper, P R., and Conrey, R.M., XRF analysis o f rocks and 
minerals for major and trace elements on a single low dilution Li-tetraborate fused bead: 
Advances in X-ray Analysis, vol. 41, in press.
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Appendix C - Results o f microprobe mineral analyses 
Results o f microprobe analyses o f clinopyroxene from Ringing Rocks pluton samples;
Sample # RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3
Rock type Granite Granite Granite Granite Granite Granite Granite
core core core core core core core
Analysis point 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
Na2 0 0.34 0.58 0.47 0.31 0.54 0.35 0.65
AI2O3 1.51 2.98 2.50 1.92 2.04 2.06 2.37
Si0 2 51.77 50.97 51.47 51.58 51.75 51.51 52.01
FC2O3 1 0 . 2 2 7.32 7.96 9.91 7.05 8.34 7.20
K2O 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0.03 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
CaO 20.60 2 1 . 1 0 20.60 19.60 20.99 19.03 21.04
MgO 15.51 14.94 15.57 15.89 15.32 17.03 15.22
MnO 0.27 0.29 0.26 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.29
Ti0 2 0.49 0.56 0.65 0.61 0.32 0.35 0.32
Cr2 0 3 0 . 0 2 0.30 0 . 2 0 0.05 0.13 0.19 0.18
Totals 100.74 99.03 99.68 100.14 98.45 99.11 99.28
Formula Atoms
Na 0.026 0.044 0.035 0.023 0.040 0.027 0.049
Al 0.069 0.138 0.114 0.088 0.093 0.094 0.108
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.297 0.216 0.233 0.289 0.205 0.244 0.208
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Ca 0.853 0.887 0.858 0.814 0.869 0.792 0.867
Mg 0.893 0.874 0.902 0.918 0.883 0.986 0.873
Mn 0.009 0 . 0 1 0 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.009
Ti 0.014 0.016 0.019 0.018 0.009 0 . 0 1 0 0.009
Cr 0 . 0 0 0 0.009 0.006 0 . 0 0 2 0.004 0.006 0.005
Formula Totals 10.508 10.565 10.530 10.518 10.367 10.501 10.402
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R e s u lt s  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  c lin o p y r o x e n e  from  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s
Sample # RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3
Rock type Granite Granite Granite Mafic Mafic Mafic
core core core inclusion inclusion inclusion
Analysis point 3 6 6 4 4 5
NasO 0.41 0.35 0.34 0.64 0.45 0.52
AI2O3 2.96 2.17 1.36 3.13 1.33 0.96
SiOz 50.86 50.64 51.98 50.03 52.07 52.39
FesOj 7.45 10.24 8.95 9.19 7.84 7.95
K2O 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.02
CaO 20.78 19.99 21.39 20.11, 23.171 22.88
MgO 15.79 15.26 15.47 14.15 14.19 14.33
MnO 0.27 0.30 0.28 0.37, 0.42 0.48
Ti02 0.57 0.65 0.40 0.48 0.27 0.21
Cr20] 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.16 0.05 0.01
Totals 99.22 99.61 100.18 98.37 99.82 99.76
Formula Atoms
Na 0.031 0.027 0.025 0.049 0.034 0.038
Al 0.137 0.101 0.061 0.148 0.060 0.043
Si 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
Fe 0.221 0.304 0.259 0.277 0.227 0.228
K 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.001 0.001
Ca 0.876 0.846 0.882 0.862 0.954 0.936
Mg 0.926 0.898 0.887 0.843 0.813 0.816
Mn 0.009 0.010 0.009 0.013 0.014 0.016
Ti 0.017 0.019 0.012 0.014 0.008 0.006
Cr 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.001 0.000
Formula Totals 10.622 10.621 10.431 10.634 10.356 10.292
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R e s u lts  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  c l in o p y r o x e n e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81
Rock type Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans.
rock rock rock rock rock rock
Analysis point 1 1 1 lb lb 2
NasO 0 . 0 0 0.27 0.25 0.33 0.47 0.53
AI2O3 1.67 1.26 2 . 2 0 1.36 1.93 0.97
SiOz 52.53 52.94 52.24 52.41 52.29 53.32
Fe2 0 3 0.05 6 . 1 1 5.02 9.36 7.95 8.57
K2O 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1
CaO 22.47 22.13 2 1 . 8 8 21.17 21.14 21.89
MgO 17.08 16.63 17.03 15.26 15.59 14.62
MnO 0.15 0.13 0 . 1 0 0.29 0 . 2 2 0.41
Ti0 2 0.15 0.15 0.23 0.36 0.50 0.18
Cr2 0 3 0 . 0 1 0.31 0.24 0.03 0.06 0 . 0 1
Totals 94.12 99.93 99.19 100.57 100.14 100.51
Formula Atoms
Na 0 . 0 0 0 0.019 0.019 0.024 0.035 0.038
Al 0.075 0.056 0.099 0.061 0.087 0.043
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0 . 0 0 1 0.174 0.145 0.269 0.229 0.242
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1
Ca 0.917 0.896 0.897 0 . 8 6 6 0 . 8 6 6 0.880
Mg 0.969 0.937 0.972 0 . 8 6 8 0.889 0.818
Mn 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.009 0.007 0.013
Ti 0.004 0.004 0.007 0 . 0 1 0.014 0.005
Cr 0 0.009 0.007 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0
Formula Totals 9.987 10.313 10.422 10.38 10.413 10.207
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R e s u lt s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  c l in o p y r o x e n e  fr o m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s
Sample # RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45
Rock type Most mafic Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr*
trans. rock
Analysis point la la la lb lb lb
NajO 0.36 0.43 0.47 0.57 0.49 0.59
AI2O 3 2.31 2 . 2 1 1.99 2 . 1 2 2.19 3.06
Si0 2 51.89 52.21 51.95 51.87 52.37 50.97
FC2 0 3 7.51 5.94 6.77 7.93 7.01 6.97
K2 O 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0.03
CaO ; 20.27 20.15 20.87 21.33 21.35 20.92
MgO 16.99 17.00 16.44 14.86 15.78 15.45
MnO 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 0 0.25 0.37 0.29 0.28
Ti0 2 0.32 0.24 0.27 0.46 0.50 0.59
Cr2 0 3 0.13 0.25 0.30 0.15 0.08 0.17
Totals 99.98 98.64 99.30 99.68 100.07 99.03
Formula Atoms
Na 0.027 0.032 0.035 0.043 0.036 0.045
Al 0.105 0 . 1 0 0 0.090 0.096 0.099 0.141
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.218 0.171 0.196 0.230 0 . 2 0 1 0.206
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1
Ca 0.837 0.827 0.861 0.881 0.874 0.879
Mg 0.976 0.971 0.944 0.854 0.899 0.904
Mn 0.007 0.006 0.008 0 . 0 1 2 0.009 0.009
Ti 0.009 0.007 0.008 0.013 0.014 0.017
Cr 0.004 0.008 0.009 0.005 0.003 0.005
Formula Totals 10.525 10.374 10.44 10.428 10.416 10.589
=Mm tr = M o st m a f ic  tra n sitio n a l ro ck
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R e s u lt s  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  c lin o p y r o x e n e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  s a m p le s
Sample # RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45
Rock type Most mafic Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr*
trans. rock
Analysis point Ic Ic Ic 2 a 2 a 2 b
Na2 0 0.41 0.43 0.48 0.33 0.37 0.32
AI2O 3 2.73 2.75 2.77 1.96 1 . 8 6 3.23
Si0 2 51.86 51.30 51.53 52.94 53.17 51.04
FC2 0 3 7.39 7.41 7.54 6.90 6 . 2 2 7.68
K2 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
CaO 20.89 2 1 . 0 1 20.41 20.28 20.18 21.23
MgO 15.98 15.96 15.80 17.23 17.93 15.82
MnO 0 . 2 2 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.19 0 . 2 2
Ti0 2 0.50 0.44 0.48 0.28 0.23 0 . 6 6
Cr2 0 3 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.33 0.34 0.09
Totals 100.13 99.65 99.36 100.43 100.48 100.30
Formula Atoms
Na 0.031 0.033 0.036 0.024 0.027 0.025
Al 0.124 0.126 0.127 0.087 0.082 0.149
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.215 0.217 0 . 2 2 0 0.196 0.176 0.226
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Ca 0.863 0.877 0.849 0.821 0.813 0.891
Mg 0.919 0.927 0.914 0.970 1.005 0.924
Mn 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.007
Ti 0.015 0.013 0.014 0.008 0.006 0.019
Cr 0.005 0.005 0.005 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0.003
Formula Totals 10.526 10.582 10.515 10.388 10.38 10.687
* M m tr = M o st  m a fic  tr a n s itio n a l rock
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R e su lts  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  c lin o p y r o x e n e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR45 RR45 RR45 RR43 RR43 RR43
Rock type Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Plag. Plag. Plag.
shonk. shonk. shonk.
Analysis point 2 b 2 c 2 c la la lb
Na2Û 0.27 0.71 0.63 0.36 0.37 0.31
AI2 O3 2.82 2.94 3.24 1.83 2.08 2.50
Si0 2 51.50 51.31 50.98 53.05 53.10 51.08
Fe2 0 3 7.59 8.49 8.99 5.58 5.29 8 . 2 0
K2 O 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0
CaO 20,91 20.59 20.58 20.80 20.80 20.47
MgO 15.92 14.74 14.69 17.82 17.76 16.54
MnO 0 . 2 2 0.37 0.33 0.18 0.18 0.23
TiOz 0.51 0.63 0.63 0.15 0.18 0.57
Cr2 0 3 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.34 0.41 0 . 1 1
Totals 99.91 99.94 100.24 1 0 0 . 1 0 100.17 1 0 0 . 0 1
Formula Atoms
Na 0 . 0 2 0 0.053 0.048 0.026 0.027 0.023
Al 0.129 0.135 0.150 0.081 0.092 0.115
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0 . 2 2 2 0.249 0.265 0.158 0.150 0.241
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Ca 0.870 0.860 0.865 0.840 0.839 0.859
Mg 0.922 0.856 0.859 1 . 0 0 1 0.997 0.966
Mn 0.007 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 1 0.006 0.006 0.008
Ti 0.015 0.019 0.019 0.004 0.005 0.017
Cr 0.005 0.004 0.006 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 2 0.003
Formula Totals 10.564 10.565 10.65 10.371 10.378 10.65
m tr = M o st m a fic  tra n sitio n a l rock
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R e s u lt s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  c lin o p y r o x e n e  fr o m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s ;
Sample # RR43 RR43 RR43 RR43 RR43 RR43 RR43
Rock type Plag. Plag. Plag. Plag. Plag. Plag. Plag.
shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk.
Analysis point 2 a 2 a 2 b 2 b 2 c 2 c 2 c
Na20 0.35 0.29 0.33 0.36 0.37 0.42 0.44
AI2O3 3.01 2.06 2.54 2.37 2.48 1.15 1.81
Si0 2 50.82 51.69 51.59 51.52 50.15 52.18 51.46
Fe2Û 3 7.04 7.99 8.57 8.48 1 0 . 0 1 9.06 8.52
K2O 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1
CaO 2 0 . 8 6 20.57 19.43 19.45 19.67 20.91 20.83
MgO 16.35 16.49 16.88 16.71 15.41 15.34 15.95
MnO 0.19 0.25 0.19 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.18
Ti0 2 0.48 0.63 0.47 0.55 0.74 0.34 0.65
CriOs 0 . 2 1 0.03 0.19 0 . 1 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0.05
Totals 99.32 1 0 0 . 0 0 100.19 99.82 99.12 99.66 99.90
Formula Atoms
Na 0.026 0 . 0 2 2 0.025 0.027 0.028 0.031 0.033
Al 0.140 0.094 0.116 0.108 0.117 0.052 0.083
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.208 0.233 0.250 0.248 0.300 0.261 0.249
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Ca 0.879 0.853 0.807 0.809 0.840 0.859 0.867
Mg 0.959 0.951 0.975 0.967 0.916 0.877 0.924
Mn 0.006 0.008 0.006 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.006
Ti 0.014 0.018 0.014 0.016 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 1 0 0.019
Cr 0.007 0 . 0 0 1 0.006 0.004 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2
Formula Totals 1 0 . 6 6 10.531 10.586 10.557 10.684 10.347 10.536
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R e su lts  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  a m p h ib o le  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p les;
Sample # RR3 RR3 RR3 RR81 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR43
Rock type Granite Granite Granite Trans. *Mmtr *Mmtr *Mmtr Pig.
core core core rock shonk.
Analysis point 2 2 2 1 lb Ic Ic 2 a
Na2 0 0.95 0.55 0.87 0.97 0.74 0.87 0.49 0.91
AI2O 3 4.26 2.51 4.48 4.50 3.69 4.33 2 . 6 8 4.43
Si0 2 49.76 52.18 49.86 49.98 51.44 50.65 53.13 50.34
Fe2 0 3 13.20 11.64 12.99 12.47 10.96 11.73 10.14 11.31
K2O 0.38 0.18 0.35 0.42 0.25 0.31 0.16 0.38
CaO 11.91 12.19 11.97 1 1 . 8 6 12.06 11.77 12.45 11.80
MgO 15.50 16.72 15.84 16.12 17.71 16.83 18.13 16.87
MnO 0.38 0.37 0.41 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.28 0.25
Xi0 2 0.43 0.29 0.56 0 . 8 8 0.46 0.43 0.29 0.59
CriOs 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.04 0 . 1 1 0 . 0 1 0.04 0 . 0 2
Totals 96.81 96.69 97.40 97.56 97.75 97.26 97.76 96.89
Formula Atoms
Na 0.074 0.041 0.067 0.075 0.055 0.067 0.035 0.070
Al 0 . 2 0 2 0.113 0 . 2 1 2 0 . 2 1 2 0.169 0 . 2 0 2 0.119 0.207
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.399 0.336 0.392 0.375 0.321 0.349 0.287 0.338
K 0.019 0.009 0.018 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 0 1 2 0.016 0.008 0.019
Ca 0.513 0.501 0.515 0.509 0.503 0.498 0.502 0.503
Mg 0.929 0.956 0.947 0.962 1.027 0.991 1.017 0.999
Mn 0.013 0 . 0 1 2 0.014 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 1 1 0.009 0.008
Ti 0.013 0.008 0.017 0.027 0.013 0.013 0.008 0.018
Cr 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0.003 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1
Formula Totals 10.593 10.164 10.646 1 0 . 6 6 10.455 10.537 10.163 10.572
* M m tr = M o s t  m a f ic  tra n sitio n a l rock
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R e su lts  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  o r th o p y r o x e n e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR43 RR43 RR43 RR43 RR43
Rock type Flag. Plag. Plag. Plag. Plag.
shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk.
Analysis point la lb lb 2 a 2 b
Na2 0 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.04
AI2O3 0.84 1.15 1.04 1.37 1.42
Si0 2 53.17 52.15 53.64 53.46 53.08
Fe2 Û3 19.04 20.44 17.71 17.10 16.03
K2O 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1
CaO * 1.47 1.62 1.72 1.55 1.78
MgO 25.83 24.06 26.11 26.73 27.67
MnO 0.45 0.54 0.40 0.34 0.39
Ti0 2 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.25 0.30
Cr2 0 3 0 . 0 2 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04
Totals 101.23 100.35 1 0 1 . 0 1 100.90 100.76
Formula Atoms
Na 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.003
Al 0.037 0.052 0.046 0.060 0.063
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.539 0.590 0.497 0.481 0.455
K 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Ca 0.059 0.067 0.069 0.062 0.072
Mg 1.448 1.375 1.451 1.491 1.554
Mn 0.014 0.017 0.013 0 . 0 1 1 0.013
Ti 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.007 0.009
Cr 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1
Formula Totals 10.521 10.558 10.455 10.512 10.604
1 8 6
R e s u lt s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p la g io c la s e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3
Rock type Granite Granite Granite Granite Granite Granite Granite
core core core core core core core
Analysis
point 1 1 -duplic. la la-duplic. Ic Ic Id
Na2 0 6.63 6.71 7.47 7.74 8 . 0 0 6.92 8.42
AI2O3 27.25 26.96 26.42 25.49 25.27 26.67 24.57
Si0 2 57.42 56.83 58.30 59.83 60.21 57.68 60.95
Fe2 0 3 0 . 1 0 0 . 1 0 0.08 0.09 0 . 1 2 0.18 0 . 1 2
K2 O 0.16 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.25
CaO 8.41 8 . 1 0 7.29 6.16 6 . 0 0 7.81 5.13
BaO 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.04 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1
Totals 1 0 0 . 0 2 98.86 99.78 99.52 99.78 99.41 99.45
Formula atoms
Na 0.576 0.589 0.649 0.671 0.691 0.603 0.728
Al 1.438 1.439 1.395 1.342 1.327 1.413 1.292
Si 2.571 2.573 2.612 2.673 2.683 2.594 2.720
Fe 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.004
K 0.009 0.008 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0.009 0.008 0.014
Ca 0.403 0.393 0.350 0.295 0.287 0.376 0.245
Ba 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Totals 13.001 13.005 13.019 12.994 13.001 13.001 13.004
Ab 58.30 59.49 64.37 68.77 70.05 61.09 73.71
An 40.79 39.68 34.67 30.23 29.05 38.13 24.83
Or 0.91 0.83 0.95 1 . 0 1 0.90 0.78 1.46
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R e s u lt s  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly se s  o f  p la g io c la s e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s ;
Sample # RR3 RR3 RR3 RR3 RR81 RR81 RR81
Rock type Granite Granite Granite Granite Trans. Trans. Trans.
core core core core rock rock rock
Analysis
point 2 a 2 a 2 b 2 b 1 -rim 1 -core lb-core
Na2 0 6.58 8.71 5.75 5.41 10.48 5.09 7.97
AI2O 3 27.15 24.27 28.20 29.11 21.80 29.44 24.74
Si0 2 56.91 61.95 54.88 54.18 66.29 53.38 60.96
Fe2 0 3 0 . 2 2 0.13 0 . 6 8 0.59 0.13 0.16 0.13
K2O 0.16 0 . 2 2 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.26
CaO 8.38 4.78 9.52 10.43 2.04 10.77 5.72
BaO 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.04 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 0 0.06
Totals 99.46 1 0 0 . 1 0 99.27 99.91 1 0 0 . 8 8 99.09 99.83
Formula atoms
Na 0.575 0.748 0.506 0.474 0.885 0.450 0.687
Al 1.442 1.266 1.508 1.551 1.119 1.581 1.297
Si 2.564 2.743 2.491 2.449 2.887 2.432 2.712
Fe 0.008 0.004 0.023 0 . 0 2 0 0.004 0.006 0.004
K 0.009 0.013 0 . 0 1 0 0.008 0.007 0.008 0.015
Ca 0.404 0.227 0.463 0.505 0.095 0.526 0.272
Ba 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1
Totals 13.003 13.002 13.002 13.007 12.998 13.004 12.989
Ab 58.16 75.74 51.70 48.01 89.61 45.72 70.53
An 40.92 22.99 47.29 51.15 9.63 53.46 27.95
Or 0.91 1.27 1 . 0 1 0.84 0.76 0.83 1.52
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R e su lts  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p la g io c la s e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81
Rock type Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans.
rock rock rock rock rock rock rock
Analysis
point lb 1 b-rim 2 - rim 2 2 2 -core 3a-core
NajO 7.45 9.79 8.52 5.99 7.74 8 . 6 6 8.03
AI2O3 26.16 2 2 . 6 6 21.43 28.34 25.87 24.22 25.40
Si0 2 58.87 64.79 65.19 55.46 59.85 61.94 59.99
Fe2 0 3 0.28 O il 0.06 0.16 0.07 0.09 0.17
K2O 0.19 0 . 1 2 4.06 0.13 0 . 1 1 0.23 0 . 2 1
CaO 7.00 3.20 2.07 9.55 6.84 5.09 6.35
BaO 0.06 0 . 0 0 0.08 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.03
Totals 1 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 6 6 101.42 99.67 100.55 100.29 100.18
Formula atoms
Na 0.645 0.831 0.729 0.524 0.665 0.743 0.692
Al 1.377 1.169 1.114 1.507 1.352 1.263 1.332
Si 2.629 2.836 2.874 2.502 2.653 2.740 2.669
Fe 0.009 0.004 0 . 0 0 2 0.005 0 . 0 0 2 0.003 0.006
K 0 . 0 1 1 0.007 0.228 0.008 0.006 0.013 0 . 0 1 2
Ca 0.335 0.150 0.098 0.461 0.325 0.241 0.303
Ba 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0
Totals 13.006 12.996 13.047 13.008 13.005 13.005 13.014
Ab 65.12 84.15 69.07 52.76 66.73 74.52 68.72
An 33.81 15.18 9.28 46.46 32.62 24.18 30.09
Or 1.07 0.67 21.65 0.78 0.64 1.30 1.19
18 9
R e s u lt s  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p la g io c la s e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81
Rock type Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans.
rock rock rock rock rock rock rock
Analysis
point 3a-interm 3a-interm 3a-rim 3a-rim 3b-core 3b-core 3b-core
Na2 0 5.25 6 . 1 1 7.15 9.54 5.30 4.67 5.34
AI2O3 28.42 28.05 26.57 23.14 29.46 29.77 29.50
Si0 2 53.88 55.78 58.61 64.19 53.35 52.34 54.54
FejOs 0.87 0.46 0.17 0.07 0 . 1 2 0.92 0.56
K2O 0 . 1 2 0.23 0 . 2 0 0.16 0 . 1 2 0 . 2 0 0.14
CaO 10.23 9.39 7.50 3.61 1 0 . 8 8 11.71 10.69
BaO 0.09 0.06 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 2 0.04 0.07 0.03
Totals 98.86 100.09 100.30 100.73 99.27 99.68 100.80
Formula atoms
Na 0.465 0.533 0.618 0.811 0.467 0.413 0.464
Al 1.530 1.487 1.396 1.195 1.580 1.599 1.557
Si 2.461 2.509 2.612 2.812 2.428 2.385 2.443
Fe 0.030 0.016 0.006 0 . 0 0 2 0.004 0.032 0.019
K 0.007 0.013 0 . 0 1 1 0.009 0.007 0 . 0 1 2 0.008
Ca 0.501 0.453 0.358 0.170 0.530 0.572 0.513
Ba 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0
Totals 12.995 13.012 13.002 12.999 13.017 13.012 13.005
Ab 47.79 53.35 62.61 81.92 46.51 41.42 47.11
An 51.49 45.35 36.27 17.17 52.79 57.37 52.08
Or 0.72 1.30 1 . 1 1 0.91 0.70 1 . 2 0 0.81
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R e s u lt s  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p la g io c la s e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81 RR81
Rock type Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans. Trans.
rock rock rock rock rock rock rock
Analysis
point 3b-inter 3b-rim 3b-rim 3c-core 3c-core 3c-rim 3c-rim
Na^O 5.38 7.56 9.08 5.29 5.15 5.18 6.99
AI2O3 29.27 25.67 23.15 29.67 29.60 29.43 26.35
Si0 2 54.34 59.40 62.32 54.36 53.39 53.88 57.34
FC2 0 3 0.08 0 . 2 1 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 0 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0.54
K2O 1 0.08 0.28 0.26 O il 0 . 1 2 0.16 0.16
CaO 10.48 6.65 4.05 1 0 . 6 6 1 1 . 0 2 10,93 7.45
BaO 0.06 0.07 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 2 0.06 0.06 0 . 0 0
Totals 99.68 99.83 99.00 1 0 0 . 2 1 99.46 99.75 98.83
Formula atoms
Na 0.471 0.655 0.787 0.461 0.454 0.454 0.613
Al 1.559 1.351 1.219 1.572 1.584 1.57 1.406
Si 2.456 2.654 2.785 2.444 2.425 2.438 2.596
Fe 0.003 0.007 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.018
K 0.005 0.016 0.015 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.009
Ca 0.507 0.318 0.194 0.513 0.536 0.530 0.361
Ba 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0
Totals 13.001 13.003 13.004 13.001 13.011 13.007 13.003
Ab 47.91 66.23 79.02 47.04 45.54 45.72 62.36
An 51.58 32.15 19.48 52.35 53.76 53.37 36.72
Or 0.51 1.62 1.51 ! 0.61 0.70 0.91 0.92
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R e s u lt s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p la g io c la s e  from  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45
Rock type Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr*
Analysis
point la-core la-interm la-rim Ib-rim lb lb 1 b-inter
Na2 0 5.19 7.73 9.06 5.81 5.12 4.83 6.73
AI2O3 29.58 25.70 23.33 28.36 29.63 30.01 27.42
Si0 2 53.74 59.68 62.75 54.20 53.15 52.97 57.14
Fe2 0 3 0 . 2 1 0 . 1 1 0.15 0,79 0.14 0.39 0 . 1 2
K2O 0 . 1 2 0.26 0.17 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0.16
CaO 10.99 6 . 6 6 3.95 9.83 1 1 . 0 0 11.57 8.36
BaO 0.08 0.05 0 . 0 2 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.04
Totals 99.91 100.19 99.43 99.18 99.24 99.94 99.97
Formula atoms
Na 0.455 0.667 0.781 0.513 0.452 0.424 0.585
Al 1.576 1.348 1 . 2 2 2 1.522 1.59 1.602 1.448
Si 2.430 2.656 2.788 2.468 2.420 2.399 2.561
Fe 0.007 0.004 0.005 0.027 0.005 0.013 0.004
K 0.007 0.015 0 . 0 1 0 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.009
Ca 0.532 0.318 0.188 0.480 0.537 0.562 0.401
Ba 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1
Totals 13.009 13.009 12.994 13.017 13.012 13.008 13.010
Ab 45.77 66.70 79.78 51.30 45.38 42.70 58.79
An 53.52 31.80 19.20 48.00 53.92 56.60 40.30
Or 0.70 1.50 1 . 0 2 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.90
* M m tr = M o st  m a f ic  tra n sitio n a l ro ck
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R e s u lt s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p la g io c la s e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s :
Sample # RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45 RR45
Rock type Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr* Mmtr*
Analysis
point 1 b-inter 1 b-core 2 a-core 2 a-interm 2 a-rim 2 b-rim 2 b
NajO 6 . 0 1 5.46 5.84 4.90 5.63 9.04 6.25
AI2O3 28.48 28.70 28.51 30.09 28.44 23.55 27.81
Si0 2 55.76 54.37 54.74 53.09 54.30 62.77 56.33
FezO] 0.18
!
0.80 0.09 0.40 0.42 0.15 0.17
K2O ! 0 . 1 0 0.15 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 0 0.24 0.37 0.13
CaO 9.63 1 0 . 2 0 9.71 11.55 1 0 . 1 2 4.46 9.23
BaO 0 . 0 2 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.05 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1
Totals 100.17 99.75 99.05 100.17 99.20 100.33 99.93
Formula atoms
Na 0.523 0.479 0.514 0.429 0.497 0.774 0.545
A1 1.506 1.531 1.526 1.603 1.525 1.226 1.473
Si 2.502 2.461 2.486 2.399 2.471 2.773 2.531
Fe 0.006 0.027 0.003 0.014 0.014 0.005 0.006
K 0.006 0.009 0.007 0.006 0.014 0 . 0 2 1 0.008
Ca 0.463 0.494 0.473 0.559 0.493 0 . 2 1 1 0.444
Ba 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Totals 13.006 13.003 13.010 13.010 13.015 13.009 13.006
Ab 52.72 48.78 51.71 43.16 49.50 76.94 54.66
An 46.67 50.31 47.59 56.24 49.10 20.97 44.53
Or 0.60 0.92 0.70 0.60 1.39 2.09 0.80
* M m tr = M o st  m a f ic  tra n sitio n a l rock
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R e s u lts  o f  m icro p ro b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p la g io c la s e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s:
Sample # RR45 RR45 RR43 RR43 RR43 RR43 RR43
Rock type Mmtr* Mmtr* Flag. Flag. Flag. Flag. Flag.
shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk.
Analysis
point 2 b 2 b-core la-core la-interm la-rim lb Ic-rim
NazO 5.53 5.51 5.38 5.84 8.58 4.81 7.83
AI2O 3 29.28 28.00 29.22 28.26 24.20 29.92 21.08
SiOz 54.04 54.09 54.07 54.47 61.35 52.99 65.96
FezOs 0.99 0.90 0.26 1 . 1 1 0.29 0.25 0 . 1 0
KzO 0.14 0.43 0.18 0.17 0.29 0.14 0.14
CaO 10.57 9.86 10.40 9.65 5.17 11.50 4.09
BaO 0.05 0.07 0 . 1 0 0.08 0 . 0 0 0.07 0 . 0 0
Totals 100.58 98.85 99.61 99.57 99.89 99.68 99.21
Formula atoms
Na 0.483 0.489 0.473 0.514 0.74 0.424 0.67
A1 1.553 1.509 1.56 1.511 1.269 1.601 1.096
Si 2.432 2.474 2.449 2.472 2.729 2.405 2.909
Fe 0.033 0.031 0.009 0.038 0 . 0 1 0 0.009 0.003
K 0.008 0.025 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 1 0 0.016 0.008 0.008
Ca 0.510 0.483 0.505 0.469 0.246 0.559 0.193
Ba 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0
Totals 13.020 13.013 13.008 13.015 13.010 13.006 12.880
Ab 48.25 49.05 47.83 51.76 73.85 42.79 76.92
An 50.95 48.45 51.06 47.23 24.55 56.41 22.16
Or 0.80 2.51 l . l l 1 . 0 1 1.60 0.81 0.92
* M m tr = M o st  m a fic  tra n sitio n a l ro ck
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R e s u lts  o f  m icr o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p la g io c la s e  fro m  R in g in g  R o c k s  p lu to n  sa m p le s:
Sample # RR43 RR43 RR43
Rock type Flag. Flag. Flag.
shonk. shonk. shonk.
Analysis
point Ic-interm 2 -core 2 -outward
Na2 0 5.94 5.04 5.21
AI2O3 27.96 29.69 29.23
SiOz 54.42 52.80 53.96
Fe2Û3 0.61 0.60 0.39
K2O 0 . 2 1 0.17 0.18
CaO 9.59 10.82 10.70
BaO 0.13 0.08 0.07
Totals 98.86 99.20 99.74
Formula atoms
Na 0.526 0.446 0.458
A1 1.505 1.596 1.56
Si 2.485 2.409 2.443
Fe 0 . 0 2 1 0 . 0 2 0 0.013
K 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 1
Ca 0.469 0.529 0.519
Ba 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1
Totals 13.021 13.011 13.005
1
:  i
Ab 52.23 45.28 46.36
An 46.57 53.71 52.53
Or 1.19 1 . 0 2 1 . 1 1
195
R e s u lt s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  c in a ly ses  o f  c lin o p y r o x e n e  from  K o k o ru d a  R a n ch  c o m p le x
s a m p le s *  :
Sample # KR15 KR15 KR15 KR15 KR15 KR15 KR28
Rock type granite granite granite granite granite granite plag.
shonk.
Analysis point la la lb lb Ic Ic la
Na2 0 0.29 0.39 0.34 0.34 0.36 0.33 0.27
AI2 O 3 2.41 2.39 1.39 1.46 1.74 1.35 0.99
Si0 2 51.53 51.60 52.05 51.93 51.24 52.41 52.18
F e 2 0 3 10.57 10.16 11.30 10.65 11.05 9.67 10.50
K2O 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
CaO 20.32 20.76 20.07 21.09 20.56 21.92 20.74
MgO 14.46 14.50 14.81 14.37 14.25 14.35 15.20
MnO 0.31 0.31 0.37 0.36 0.33 0.37 0.37
T 1 O 2 0.69 0.71 0.31 0.35 0.40 0.19 0 . 2 2
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
Total 100.60 100.83 100.64 100.56 99.95 100.61 100.46
Formula atoms
Na 0 . 0 2 2 0.029 0.025 0.025 0.027 0.024 0 . 0 2 0
A1 0 . 1 1 0 0.109 0.063 0.066 0.080 0.061 0.045
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.309 0.296 0.327 0.309 0.325 0.278 0.303
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Ca 0.845 0.862 0.826 0.870 0.860 0.896 0.852
Mg 0.837 0.838 0.849 0.825 0.829 0.817 0.869
Mn 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 1 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 2
Ti 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 2 1 0.009 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 2 0.006 0.006
Cr 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Formula total 10.527 10.54 10.412 10.42 10.489 10.349 10.382
*for sample descriptions and collection locations see Brueninger (1995)

1 9 6
R e s u l t s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a l y s e s  o f  c l i n o p y r o x e n e  f r o m  K o k o r u d a  R a n c h  c o m p l e x
s a m p l e s *  :
Sam ple # K R28 K R 28 K R 39 K R 39 K R 39
R ock type plag. plag. ol. plag. ol. plag. ol. plag.
shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk.
A nalysis po in t lb lb la lb 2 a
Na20 0,33 0.29 0.35 0.39 0.37
AI2 O 3 1.06 1 . 8 6 2.14 2.52 2.75
S i0 2 52.03 50.93 52.29 51.72 50.95
Fe203 10.62 10.70' 8 . 2 1 7.66 8 . 1 0
K 2 O 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1
CaO 21.51 21.33 20.78 21.90 21.45
M gO 14.32 14.21 15.90 15.10 15.00
M nO 0.41 0.34 0.19 0.23 0.23
Xi0 2 0.29 0.48 0.43 0.52 0.64
CF203 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0.08 0.08 0 . 1 2
Total 100.58 100.14 100.36 100.13 99.62
Form ula  atom s
N a 0.024 0 . 0 2 2 0.026 0.029 0.028
A1 0.048 0.086 0.096 0.115 0.127
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.307 0.316 0.236 0.223 0.239
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1
C a 0 . 8 8 6 0.897 0.851 0.907 0.902
M g 0.820 0.832 0.907 0.871 0.878
M n 0.013 0 . 0 1 1 0.006 0.008 0.008
Ti 0.008 0.014 0 . 0 1 2 0.015 0.019
C r 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 0.004
F orm ula total 10.389 10.562 10.442 10.511 1 0 . 6
*for sam ple  descrip tions and  collection  locations see B ruen inger (1995)
1 9 7
R e s u l t s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a l y s e s  o f  o r t h o p y r o x e n e  a n d  a m p h ib o l e  f r o m  K o k o r u d a  R a n c h
c o m p l e x  s a m p l e s *
Sam ple # K R 39 K R 39 K R15 K R 15
R ock  type ol. plag. ol. p lag. granite granite
shonk. shonk.
A nalysis po in t 2 b 2 c 2 a 2 b
M ineral opx opx am ph am ph
N a 2 0 0.08 0 . 0 1 1.09 1.14
A I2 O 3 1.48 1.23 5.21 5.65
S i0 2 54.76 54.02 48.51 47 .49
Fe203 16.12 17.88 16.21 16.17
K 2 O 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0.47 0.57
C aO 6.19 1.03 11.37 11.34
M gO 23.84 26.61 14.13 13.55
M nO 0.36 0.41 0.47 0.48
T i0 2 0.24 0.23 0.90 0.98
C r2 0 3 0.05 0.06 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1
T otal 103.12 101.46 98.36 97 .36
F orm ula  a tom s
N a 0.006 0 . 0 0 0 0.087 0.093
A1 0.064 0.054 0.253 0 .280
Si 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0
Fe 0.443 0.498 0.503 0.512
K 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0.024 0.031
C a 0.242 0.041 0.502 0.512
M g 1.298 1.469 0 . 8 6 8 0.850
M n 0 . 0 1 1 0.013 0 .016 0.017
Ti 0.007 0.006 0.028 0.031
C r 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 0 0
F orm ula  to ta l 10.401 10.448 10.916 1 1 . 0 2
fo r sam ple  descrip tions and  co llec tion  locations see B ruen inger (1995)
1 9 8
R e s u l t s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a l y s e s  o f  p l a g i o c l a s e  f r o m  K o k o r u d a  R a n c h  c o m p l e x  s a m p l e s
S am ple  # K R 15 KR15 K R15 K R 15 K R 15 K R15 K R15
R ock  type granite granite granite granite granite granite granite
A na ly sis  p o in t 1 a-rim la-in te rm  la-co re lb Ic-rim Ic-in term  Ic-core
N a 2 0 8.29 5.64 5.55 6.18 7.48 5.54 5.74
A 1203 24.71 27.93 28.25 27.42 25.76 28 .09 28.34
S i0 2 60.38 54.42 55.10 55.97 58.53 54.48 54.42
F e 2 0 3 0.23 0.45 0.46 0.33 0.18 0 .39 0.43
K 2 0 0 . 2 1 0.35 0.30 0.27 0.17 0.31 0.31
C aO 5.79 9.91 1 0 . 1 1 8.97 6.98 10.16 9.93
B aO 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 0 0.06 0.05 0 . 0 1 0.08 0.13
T otal 99.63 98.79 99.83 99.19 99.11 99 .04 99 .29
F orm u la  a tom s
N a 0.718 0.499 0.486 0.543 0.653 0 .489 0.506
A1 1.301 1.504 1.504 1.464 1.367 1.509 1.519
Si 2 .697 2.487 2.489 2.536 2.636 2.483 2.475
Fe 0 .008 0.015 0.015 0 . 0 1 1 0.006 0.013 0.015
K 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 2 1 0.017 0 .016 0 . 0 1 0 0.018 0.018
C a 0 .277 0.485 0.489 0.436 0.337 0 .496 0 .484
B a 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2
F o rm u la  to ta l 13.014 13.013 13.002 13.006 13.009 13.010 13.020
A b 71.300 49 .700 49.000 54.600 65.300 48 .800 50.200
A n 27.500 48 .300 49.300 43 .800 33.700 49 .400 48 .000
1 . 2 2 1 . 8 1 . 6 1 1 . 8 1 . 8
* f o r  s a m p l e  d e s c r i p t i o n s  a n d  c o l l e c t i o n  l o c a t i o n s  s e e  B r u e n i n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 )
1 9 9
R e s u l t s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a l y s e s  o f  p l a g i o c l a s e  f r o m  K o k o r u d a  R a n c h  c o m p l e x  s a m p l e s *
Sam ple # K R 28 K R28 K R28 KR28 KR28 K R 28
R ock type plag. plag. plag. plag. plag. plag.
shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk.
A nalysis po in t la -co re la -in te rm  la -rim 1 b-rim 1 b-inter 1 b-core
N a 2 0 5.80 5.99 6.23 6.70 5.39 5.46
A 1203 28.12 27.81 27.32 26.84 28.95 28.43
S i0 2 55.36 55.70 56.75 56.98 54.65 53.85
F e 2 0 3 0.36 0.30 0.24 0.31 0.30 0.28
K 2 0 0.32 0.29 0 . 2 2 0.27 0 .29 ' 0.31
C aO 9.72 9.28 8.84 8 . 1 0 10.42 10.14
B aO 0.04 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 2 0.07 0.09
T otal 99.71 99.37 99.62 99.20 100.06 98.55
F orm u la  a tom s
N a 0.508 0.525 0.543 0.587 0.471 0.484
A1 1.497 1.483 1.449 1.429 1.538 1.535
Si 2.501 2.520 2.555 2.574 2.464 2.466
Fe 0 . 0 1 2 0 . 0 1 0 0.008 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0
K 0.018 0.016 0.013 0.015 0.017 0.018
C a 0.470 0.450 0.426 0.392 0.503 0.498
B a 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2
F orm ula  to tal 13.007 13.005 12.995 13.008 13.005 13.013
A b 51.000 53.000 55.300 59.000 47.500 48.400
A n 47.200 45.400 43.400 39.400 50.800 49.800
O r 1 . 8 1.7 1.3 1-5 1.7 1 . 8
‘f o r  s a m p l e  d e s c r ip t i o n s  a n d  c o l l e c t i o n  l o c a t i o n s  s e e  B r u e n in g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 )
2 0 0
R e s u l t s  o f  m ic r o p r o b e  a n a ly s e s  o f  p l a g i o c l a s e  f r o m  K o k o r u d a  R a n c h  c o m p l e x  s a m p l e s *
Sam ple  # K R 39 K R 39 K R 39 K R 39 K R 39 K R 39
R ock  type ol. plag. ol. plag. ol. plag. ol. p lag. ol. p lag. ol. p lag .
shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk. shonk.
A nalysis poin t la l a 1 b-rim 1 b -in ter 1 b -in ter lb -co re
N a 2 0 4.96 3.60 4.19 4.65 4.87 3.95
A 1203 29.226 31.452 30.645 29.461 29.146 30 .484
S i0 2 53.179 51.058 52.504 52.570 54.251 50.982
F e 2 0 3 0.237 0.328 0.278 0.288 0.293 0 .354
K 2 0 0.340 0 . 2 2 0 0.249 0.351 0.455 0.315
C aO 11.067 13.407 12.395 11.381 10.718 12.695
B aO 0.008 0.014 0.026 0.034 0.047 0 .047
T otal 99.011 100.077 100.286 98.736 99.783 98 .830
F o rm u la  atom s
N a 0.44 0.32 0.37 0.41 0.43 0.35
A1 1.57 1 . 6 8 1.63 1.59 1.55 1.65
Si 2.43 2.32 2.37 2.41 2.45 2.35
Fe 0 . 0 1 O.Ol 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1
K 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 2 0.03 0 . 0 2
C a 0.54 0.65 0.60 0.56 0.52 0.63
B a 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
F o rm u la  to tal 13.01 13.00 13.00 13.01 12.99 13.01
A b 43.900 32.300 37.400 41.600 43 .900 35 .400
A n 54.100 66.400 61.100 56.300 53.400 62 .800
O r 2 1.3 1.5 2 . 1 2.7 1.9
* f o r  s a m p l e  d e s c r ip t i o n s  a n d  c o l l e c t i o n  lo c a t i o n s  s e e  B r u e n in g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 )
2 0 1
A p p en d ix  D  — D istribu tion  coefficien ts (Kd) used in petrogenetic  m odels 
M inera l species: o liv ine
elem ent: Kd value: reference:
N i 11 N abelek , 1980
C r 0.45 K ennedy, 1993
Sc 0.47 K ennedy, 1993
V 0.3 K ennedy, 1993
B a 0.000043 K ennedy, 1993
R b 0.00001 C ox et aL, 1979
Sr 0.0015 K ennedy, 1993
Z r 0.00068 K ennedy, 1993
Y 0.007 C olson e t aL, 1988
N b 0.000041 K ennedy, 1993
M inera l species: c linopyroxene
elem ent: Kd value: reference:
N i 2 C ox et aL, 1979
C r 10 C ox et al., 1979
Sc 1.2 Jenner et al., 1993
V 5 Jenner er <3 /., 1993
B a 0.00045 B eattie , 1993
R b 0.0001 W ilson, 1989
Sr 0.1 Jenner et al., 1993
Z r 0.22 Jenner ûf/., 1993
Y 0.7 Jenner et al., 1993
N b 0.006 Jenner er a /., 1993
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